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File for Dp rees In Summer
Commencement At Murray -State
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A total of 533 stujjents at Murray
State University have filed applications
for degrees to be awarded during
summer commencement exercises at 3
p.m. on Friday, Aug. 6, in Lovett
Auditorium.
Among that number are 183 for
bachelor's, 330 for master's, 11 for
specialist in college teaching, and nine
for associate degrees. Candidates
represent 15 states, the District of
Columbia, and two foreign countries.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
graduates will be determined when
university officials have completed a
check of each candidate's credentials to
certify that graduation requirements
have been met.
Among the candidates for graduation
from Calloway County are these:
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Bachelor's Degree
R. Terry Broach, -Jr., Robert Lee
Bryar, Jerry M BuriateA1,_
-- Terese Joan
Glenn Crawford, Chairman, Calloway County ASC Committee, presented "Certificate of Service" and service
pins to Mrs. Purdom Outland and Mrs. Mahlon Mizell fOr 35 years of service; also Mrs. Gus RoVrtson, Jr. for 20
years of service for United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
At right is David E. Riley, Jr., County Executive Director.
Staff Photo by moan Ho
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Two New Doctors Added To
Staff Of Houston-McDevitt
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The addition of two new doctors to the
staff of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
has been announced by Dr. C. C. Lowry,
presid-mt of the clinic association.
The new doctors are Dr. Charles E.
Cook, who will tie in obstetrics and
gynecology and Dr. William R. Wilson,
a specialist in diagnostic radiology,
nuclear medicine and vascular
rtichologY•
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Dr. William R Wilson

son,Richard Harrison who is 22-months
old.
Dr. Wilson has joined in partnership
with Dr. Prue Kelly in the practice of
radiology at the clinic and on the staff
of the Murray-Calloway County
H ital.

Dr.Charles E. Cook
Dr. Cook, originally from London,
Ky., has joined in partnership with Dr.
Conrad H. Jones and Dr. Richard R.
Cunningham.
Dr. Cook graduated from Western
Kentucky University in 1968 and
received his M.D. degree from the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1972. He completed a year
of medical internship at U. of L. in 1973.
He then completed a three-year
in obstetrics and
residencey
gynecology in June, 1976. He is a junior
Fellow of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Dr. Cook is married to the former
Martha Calhoun of Kuttawa. Ky Ty
have one child, Gene, Jr., who is four
years old.
Dr. Lowry said that he was extremely

Dr. Wilson, a native of Murray,
received his B. A. from Murray State
University in 1968 cum laude and was
elected to Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities. He was a
member and past president of Pi Kappa
Alp-ha social fraternity.
Dr. Wilson received his M. D. degree
from the University of Louisville School
of Medicine in 1972 and completed a one
year internship in internal medicine at
U. of L. in 1973. After That he served a
residency in diagnostic radiology at
Louisville from June 1973 until June
1976.
4
He successfully passed his specialty
exams and is now a Diplomate of the
American Board of Radiology, the
--11ilostIy cloudy Saturday night with a
Radiology Society of North Ameriain-,
Jefferson Co. - Medical Society„. chance of. showers and turning a little
Calloway Co., Medical Society, Ky cooler by morning. Lows in the mid 60s.
Medical Society and the Ky. Lake Partly cloudy and cooler Sunday and
less humid. Highs in the upper 70s to
Radiology Society.
Dr. Wilson is married to the former low 80s. Outlook for Monday sunny and
Ian Jones of Murray and they have one warm.
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STUART SHARES EXPERTISE — Kentucky author and poet Jesse Stuart (left)
chats with several students from Calloway County who were enrolled in the
sixth Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University July
12-30 following the awards bannet. Shown with him (from right) are: Rebecca
Hogancamp, Cheryl Brown, Marjorie Major,.0rown Tucker, and Thomas
Powell. They were among 79 students from 14 states enrolled in the threeweek workshop directed by Stuart, the Greenup County writer who is known
around the world for his work

happy to present these tvp)Well-trained
physicians to the Murray community.

Kenjake Arts
And, Crafts
Fest Slated
Pre-registration is now underway for
artists and craftsmen interested in
exhibiting in the Kenlake Arts and
Crafts Festival to be held Sept. 4 and 5.
The festival will be held at the Kenlake
State Resort Park at Aurora from 10n
m. until dusk each day.
-This festival has always been a very
popular event for those who exhibit,"
said Mrs. Karen Cissell, promotion
secretary. "The last year the festival
was held, approximately 150 exhibitors
took part, and over 18,000 spectators
came to view their work and to purchase the hand-crafted items on
display."
Along with the arts and crafts,
musical entertainment will be provided
at the festival site during both days.
The Kenlake Arts and Crafts Festival
was not held in 1975, although it 'took
place very successfully over Labor Day
weekend for several years previously.
The festival is sponsored by Kentucky's Western Waterland, tourist
promotion organization for the Kentucky and Barkley Lakes region.
Those wishing to receive exhibitor
information or wanting to preregister
for the festisaahould contact Kentucky
Western Waterland at Route 7, Box 144,
Benton, Ky. 42025 or phone (502)527-

carraway, John Mark Compton, Lester
lora,•
Evan Flax, Rachel Lynn
Douglas Eugene Garrett, Jr., Pamela
Gail Gray, Leslie Ray Humphreys,
Dan Michael Luther, John Randolph
Reed, Charles David Richardson,
Danny Ray Ross, Thomas R.
Schroader, James Bruce Scott, Debra
Joyce Shinners, Barry Lee Steele,
Jerry Wayne Stone, Leonard Michael
Villines, and Carol Garner Wyatt.
Master's
Dan Waller Anderson, Thomas
Richard Appling, Lucille Arnold, Toni,
Burchett Bohannon, Suzanne White
Bonee, Thomas Kim Bowers, Charles
Ewing Brandon, David Ross Brown,
Diana W. Brown, Walter Craig Carman,
Pamela Callaway Cartwright,
Martha Holcomb Chamberlain, Rita
Gale Chaney, Ann Hart Chrisman,
Lynda kelso Coleman, Mary Janice
cooper, Charles Mark Courtney,
'Robert Carlos Deboe, Egbe Thomas
P

State GiVing Raises To
Several State Workers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — To make
certain Kentucky government jobs
more attractive, the state is giving pay
raises, averaging about 10 per cent,to a
number of employes._
The raises are intended to bring the
pay in some types of jobs closer to what
employes could earn doing the same
work for private employers, state
Personnel Commissioner Addie
Stokeley said Friday.
Mrs. Stokeley said there will be
raises in several areas, including some
kinds of clerical and secretarial work
and skilled trades.
Employes don't stay long in some of
these jobs, she said, and the raises
should encourage them to stay longer.
For example, she said, there is a high
_turnover among skilled tradesmen such
as the carpenters, electricians and
plumbers who repair state buildings.
"They're hard to train, and once
they're trained, we'd like to keep
them," she said.
Raises will also go to some
professional workers such as
vocational teachers, special education
teachers, microbiologists and teachers
in correctional institutions, Mrs.
Stokeley said.
The raises will show op on paychecks
beginning Aug. 30. said Ken Houp,
assistant director of the Office for
Policy and Management in the state
Department for Finance and
Administration.
Houp said the department is putting
together figures on which state agencies employ how many of the workers
who will get raises.
We assume that all departments
have stenographers, for instaVe, but
have
departments
all
not
• microbiologists," he said.
When the Finance Department knows
how many employes will receive raises,
It will be able to determine the expense
involved.
So far, Houp said, "We do not know
the impact of these raises in terms of

21 From Local
Area In Stuart
Workshop -Here-

The 1976 General Assembly appropriated $13 million to upgrade
selected state employes salaries in the
current fiscal year and $15 million for
the next fiscal year.
This means'that in the next fiscal
year, this year's raises can op 'continued and there will be $2 million left
over for new increases, Houp said.
Mrs. Stokeley said the Personnel
Department is reviewing state jobs 01
find out which present problems when it
comes to recruiting and retaining
qualified employes.

Ehikhametalor, Larry Allen England,
Efiong Umo Essien, David Mark
Etherton, Martha Gail Fenton, Charles
William Fleck, Stephen WesleY
Fleenor, Philip John • Forties HI,
Beverly Herndon Galloway, Rose M.
Gregory, Ronald Laurence Hopkins,
Daytha Tucker Howell,
Scott Douglas Huff, Bettye Gamble
Hunter, Laapra.Gail King, Griot-Alan
Kodmari, John Richard Leeper, Kent
Mccidston, Jill Ann K. Melton, Cheryl
)4nn Newberry, Joseph Warren
O'Bryan,George A. Oliver,
John Ademola Oluokun, Stanley Imes
Outland, Rebecca Hendon Page, Jacob
Cornelis Postma, David White Poynor,
Robert M. Puttoff, Barbara Anne
Redmond, Suzanne Hale Schroader,
Betty Draffen Scott,
John Rodney Scott, Jo Ann Snider,
Julian Kaj Spencer, Patricia Thurmond
Valentine, Dora A. Vaughn, Ronnie
Lynn Walker, Wanda Faye Walker,
Linda C. Wolfe, Tityee Wong, and Anna
Francis Wright.
' College Teaching Degree
Dat Waller Anderson, Walter Craig
Carman, Paul W. Dunlap, Martha
Leigh Dyer, John Hilton Espey, and
oby-A_ Meadows. —_
Associate D,egree
- Jerry I,. Carter, and Ray NOW
White.
TODAY'S INDEX
Ono Section Today
LocalScene
Horoscope
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Let'sStay Well
Outdoor Lore
Sports
Comics
Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
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Busy Day To Signal End
Of Summer Term At MSU
Aug. 4..1. Matt Sparkman, retired viceA busy day of activity, including a
president for student affairs and a longmeeting of the board of regents, a
time friend of the Sparks family, will
luncheon and dedicatitai of the
serve as the master of ceremonies
Administration Building as Sparks
during the luncheon program.
Hall, and commencement exercises,
Dedication of the building, which was
will signal the end of the summer term
first occupied in 1967, will include the
at Murray State University on Friday,
unveiling of a plaque by Darryl
Aug.6.
Following the 9:30 a. m. meeting of _ — Callahari, a Lexington, attorney who
served during ., the Sparks adthe board, Dr. Harry M. Sparks, the
ministration as a student represenretired fifth president-of Murray State,
tative on the board of regents, ay('
and his family will be the guests of
members of the Sparks family.
honor at a noon luncheon in the
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, who
ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Sparks as president of
succeeded
Building.
Union
Murray State, will make the dedicatory
A dedication ceremony at 1:45 p. m.
remarks. Dr. Charles E. Howard, Jr.,
on the lawn between the Administration
of Mayfield, chairman of the board of
Building and Oakhurst, the president's
regents, will preside during the
home, will mark the official naming of
ceremony.
who
Sparks,
of
honor
the building in
A total of 533 candidates for
retired in 1973 after almost six years as
graduation from 15 states, the District
president.
of Columbia, and two foreign countries
Commencement ceremonies will
have filed applications for degrees in
begin at.3 p. m.in Lovett Auditorium.
the summer commencement_esercfsel
Tickets to the luncheon honoring
TheY inelude 183 for bachelor's, 330 for
Sparks and tits family, which is open to
master's, 11 for specialist in college
Reservations
each.
$4
are
public,
the
teaching. and nine for associate
may be made by calling Information
degrees.
and Public Services at 762-2798 before
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Twenty-one people from the Murray
area were among 79 students from 14
states enrolled in the sixth Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop at Murray
State University July 12-30.
They are: Cheryl L. Brown, Donna L.
Davis, Joe Lowery Doran, Quint T.
Guier. 'Janise Johns Chamblin,
Rebecca Hogancamp, Frances V.
Knight, Lillian Lowry, Marjorie
Major, -Thomar Monarch, Thomas
Powell, and Carole Simons, all of
Murray.
Linda Fay Clark of Route Four;'
Edith Story of Route Seven; Michael
Spatz of Route. Oag; Lynda .K. _
Coleman, Gladys C. Jarrett, and Alla
Mary Wright, all of New Concord;
Barbara Culburt of Kirksey Route One;
Brown Tucker of Kirksey Route Two:
and Lyman Pearson of Hamlin. also
were enrolled.
The three-week writing workshop at
Murray State is directed by Stuart. the
Kentucky author and poet known
around the world for his work. Courses,
offered by Stuart and a faculty of four "
other professional writers include short
story, novel, poetry, articles, and
•
writing for children
A collection of gelected student work
is published from the workshop each
year.

DEDICATION SCHEDULED AUG. 6 — Ceremonies to dedicate Sparks Hall, formerly the Administration
Building at Murray State University, will begin at 1:45 p. m. on friday, Aug. 6, on the lawn west of the five-story
structure. First occupied in 1%7,the building will be officially named in honor of Dr. Harry M.Sparks, who served
almost six years as the university's fifth president before his retirement in 1973. He and his family will also be
honored with a luncheon on that date.
I
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Monday,August2
Douglas Civic Improvement
Color slide program on
"Our Feathered Friends" will Club will meet at seven p.m.
start at Center Station, Land Ag.the Community Center on
Between the Lakes, at two North Second-Street.
p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
- Road side sale will continue Woman's Club will meet at
at Deward's Chapel Church, 11:30 a.m. at the club house
East Highway 94, withTnesday,August3
-proceeds to go for new church
Horse show of Marshall
pews.
County Riding Club and
Registration of Calloway Calvert City Lions Club will be
High Cheerleading Clinic for at the Murray State Livestock
August"24 will be at the rear Show and Exposition Center at
_
of Calloway School from nine 7:30 p.m. Public is invited.
By Abigail Van Buren
to eleven a.m.
DEAR ABBY: We have three grown children, all raised
Tuesday,August 3
Sunday, August 1
in a good Christian home with good examples to follow. But
District 17 Unit 1
KSALPN
Cecil
Parrish
Mr. and Mrs.
there's not one we can brag about. They're all college
Nursing
will
meet
at
Westview
graduates, but they might just as well have been high of Dexter Route One will have
p.m. All LPN.,
school dropouts for all the good their education has done open house in celebration of Home at seven
are urged to attend.
them.
golden wedding anniversary
The oldest, a son, 30, plays guitar with a rock group. He from two to four p.m.
'Miss Janet Lynn Towery
Group II of First Christian
dresses like a bum, his eyes are always bloodshot, he's a
and Steven Douglas Johnson
vegetarian, skinny as a beanpole, and he's always dead Recital by Lisa MciLght„ Church CWF will meet at the
tired. He has no plans for the future, and the only good Owensboro, piano, will be
church library at two p.m.
,The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Janet
thin_g we can say for him is he never asks us for money.
with Mrs. Jean Bordeaux
Lynn Towery to Steven Douglas Johnson, sen of Mr. and Mrs.
3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
The two girls are another story. The 27-year-old lives in
giving the lesson.
Fred Johnson of Murray, has been announced by her parents,
Price
Hall,
Doyle
Fine
Arts
Mexied -With a married man. She says he's an artist. She's
Mr.and Mrs. James Towery of Murray.
supposed to be teaching English to Mexicans, but she Center, MSU.
Baptist Women of First
School.
She
is
Miss Towery attends CallbWay County High
always needs money. We send her half of what she asks for
Baptist
Church will meet at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Rudolph
the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Towery and of Mr.
because I can't sleep nights thinking she may be hungry.
and,Mrs. Landon Carr,all of Murray.
The 24-year-old is living with a group of people who ar,e will be honored on their golden nine a.m. at the church with
Phillips,
Jackie
into some far-out religious cult. They meditate a lot, don't wedding anniversary with an Mrs.
The groom-elect, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County HighFrance,
as
open
missionary
to
house
at
the
home
of
Music
Cenbelieve
in
Kimball
working
for
Glenn's
employed
by
money,
but
she's
always
for
presently
asking
School, is
"donation's" to feed herself and her "brothers and sisters" Mrs. Walter Baker, 1312 Wells speaker.
ter of Jackson, Tenn. He is the grandson of Mrs. Estelle Fortwho seem to have her hypnotized.
Boulevard, from two to 4:30
ner and the late Rev. H. A. Fortner of Hickman, and the late
Where did we go wrong? And what do we tell people who p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Johnson of Sharon,Pa.
ask about our children?
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, October 8,
The movie, "A Time To will meet at the Masonic Hall
EMBARRASSED
at seven p.m. at the Emmanuel Missionary Baptist Church,
Run," will be shown at. the at seven p.m.
Murray, with Rev. Grandville Courtney officiating at the
DEAR EMBARRASSED: You didn't •neggrarily go Murray Church of the
double ring ceremony. A reception will follow on the main floor
"wrong"; your children may have. And when people ask Nazarene, Doran Road at
Murray. TOPS Club will,
of the Murray Woman's Club House,701 Vine Street, Murray.
. about them, tell them the truth, or if that's too painful, tell
Plainview, at six p. m. meet at Immanuel Lutheran
them (truthfully) you would rather not talk about them.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
Admission is free.
Church at seven p.m.
the wedding and the reception.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old girl who has a crush on
Monday, August 2
-a -15-year-old guy named Billy.
"Come As You Are" Ice
My-problem is I didn't know who Billy comes over here to
Dexter Senior"Citizens will
see because I have a twin brother and an older brother who Cream Social will be held on medt at 930 a.m. at the
is 16, and when Billy comes over he is friendly—with all of the patio and lawn of the Community Center.
Frar.ces Drake
Murray Woman's Club House
them.
Once he came over and spent the whole time talking to from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
First United Methodist
FOR SUNDAY,AUGUST
my mother while she did the ironing. I was in my room and sponsored by the Music
Church Women will meet at
(4. Lbco
' it in the section in which
he didn't even ask where I was.
definitely call for a change of
Department of the club.
liour birthday comes and find
the social hall at 6:30 p.m. for
pulley.
I really like this guy, but I don't want him to know it.
lehat your outlook is, according
at a potluck supper and program'
SAGITTARIUS
How can I find out for sure who Billy comes here so much to
meet
Inc.,
* the stars.
Nov.23 to Dec. 21) 341
land Parish.
°
Recover"'
will First by thLak
e
_
p.m.,
at
7:30
e
Your Impulse le_get-.gelng
_
LIKES- Mt:I Presbyterian Church.
*RIES
checked
until
should be
Calloway .County _High
.(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ITAA associates are ready to join you.
DEAR LIKES: If Billy is 15, I'd say the one herpeys the
School Band meinters inGoing to extremes, unor- Forcing matters will only lead
Coldwater United Methodist
least attention to is the one he comes to see. —
thodox thinking and action
to dissension.
are scheduled volved in the field show will
Women
Church
could get you Into difficulties if CAPRICORN
practice from seven to nine
.m.
DEAR ABBY: I recently told my 10-year-old daughtei to meet at seveI
.
E.
_i
not on guard. A day in which to ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
p.m. in the school band room.
the
life,
facts
of
and
I
gave
it
to
her
straight
She
took
it
all
Monday, August
stress logic foresight.
With further thought, you now
with the attitude we have about sex—it is sacred' in
TAURUS
C'heerleading Clinic will
see possibilities in hitherto
Ellis Center will be op
marriage,
never
dirty,
but
easily cheapened. I was a little open at Calloway County High
Apr. 21 to May 21) t-S4WV‘ barren areas of achievement so,
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for
nervous, hilt I won't be when it's time to talk to her two
This day's success will
if you're in a mood to take a
School.
depend largely on your mental
younger sisters.
senior citizens. Work on a
chance, go ahead.
attitude. Do not be disappointed
I hope she will always be able to talk freely to me about
Cathedral quilt will be at 10:30
AQUARIUS
Calloway County Retired a.m., sack
if all your wishes are not (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
everything. I thought of an idea you might want to pass on
lunch at noon, and
granted immediately. Take
Teachers Association will
Good stellar influences. • to your readers.
quilting and hand work at one
delays in stride.
Especially favored:,real estate
We bought a folder and labeled it "Teen References
meet at two p.m. at the Ellis p.m.
GEMINI
interests, home imprivements,
Into this folder will go every letter you print about Community Center.
0
- family concerns and social
"May to June 21) 11.4
premarital sex, drugs, liquor, early marriage, overprotective
You can fashion this day
activities.
or absent or uncaring parents, etc. For every letter from a
much to your likini; IF you take
PISCES
teen who advocates sex or drugs will be a letter from a teen
Into consideration the neces- (Feb. 2(1 to Mar. 20)
who learned the hard way.
others.
involvements
of
sary
You may not be in the best
She thinks this is a great idea. What do you think?
and
social
activities
Travel
position to take action on a
MRS.-J.B.
especially favored.
cherished project just now, but
CANCER
that needn't deter you from
DEAR MRS. J.B,: You are some wise mama. I'll pass
tJune 22 to July 23) ISO
keeping your plans in mind.
your flattering suggestion on.
Lunar influences not entirely
favorable. You may encounter
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
tension in some areas. Keep
combination of idealism and
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
your balance and look at the
practicality; have been en"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
bright side of things.
dowed with a magnetic perlong, seltaddressed, stamped 12411 envelope,
sonality and unusually strong
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/24k
gifts of leadership. You take
•-You may get a lot of off-beat
yourself seriously— sometimes
ideas now. Put them right out of
so seriously that you become
your head. In all situations, it
TOO self-assured, even
'Will be important to stress good
arrogant in your attitude
leveland
Judgment
toward lesser lights. Try to tone
Frances Drake
headedness
down such feelings since they
•
.11401'1*
VIRGO
could lead to self-defeat. Highly
FOR MONDAY,AUGUST!, 1974
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W0411.
versatile, there are many fields
You may find yourself in the
in which you could achieve
Look itt the section in which making vital decisions. Stress
midst of controversy. Don't let
outstanding success — most
your birthday comes and find objectivity, realism,
It bother you. Rather, get
notably, however,.in the legal
what your outlook is, according SAGFITARIUS
together with opponents and,
profession, which could lead
to the stars.
(Nov. M to Dec. 21)
using your innate foresight, you
or
politics
you
into
Conditions not pleasing in all
can solve all issues nicely.
literature,
in
statesmanship, or
ARIES
areas? Look over the whole
LIBRA
where your sense of the
'(Mat. 21 to Apr. 20) inir
l picture and you'll see that there
" (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) &ri dramatic would best evidence
You'll do best now by are more benefits than
One of your ideas which
itself'Innovels or plays. Others
cooperating with others instead liabilities to count, and more to
others might cocisider visionary
areas which are suited to your
of insisting on your own way. gain than lose.
• seems to have iolid foundation,
capabilities: Music, the stage
Some friction possible in the CAPRICORN
thought
and
so give it more
science (especially
and
Latter case.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
don't let others discourage you.
chemistry and pathology).
TAURUS
Erase slate for a clean, fresh
SCORPIO
Birthdate of: Herman Melville,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t/47 beginning, even though old
(Oct. 24 tollov. 211:)
author of "Moby Dick"; Yves
Advance a new idea, enlist the matters carry over. In this
A day calling for flexibility. St. Laurent, French fashion
help of others to put it across. manner, you can brighten your
Don't adhererigid& tori contie
designer, Jack Krarnef; teiiiiIi
Under preVtilLing Influences, outlook, will be mere responsive
wi4en new developments
star.
you should win new benefits, to unexpected changes.
advance your status.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21}
Planetary influences stimuSome planetary restrictions. late keen and quick thinking,
Be cautious in budgetary generate inspiring ideas which
matters and DO control could be of great benefit to
emotions. Some situations will organizations or to your com***•••••••
munity.
call for unusual tact.
CANCER
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
(June M to July 231
Some of your best ideas may
A recently proffered sugges"leasekai„„,,,
tion to which you may not have come when you least expect
them.
Make
a
note
of
anything
given
much
thought
could,
quite
Ladies Plain
unexpectedly, open new doors that comes to your mind now, as
It may prove profitable later
to progress.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY, like
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not try to• change pre- most Leottes, present an outplanned activities or reverse ward appearance of selftaetics without giving others confidence and self-assuredness
each
adequate notice. Careful ex- but, unlike most others born
planation of your decisions can under your Sign, this often
masks an inner feeling of
prevent misunderstandings.
timidity and insecurity. Try to
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP% curb this self-doubt for you have
Stars especially encourage been endowed with so many fine
job and business matters. Take characteristics and talents that,
• a chance on a new idea, but do properly educated, of course,
not launch unless fully there are no heights which you
cannot attain. Surest avenues of
prepared.
Prices Good ihru Aug -31
success'. The stage, literature,
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An+ science and the law. If attracted
Free Delivery on all orders over $1.00
Artistic pursuits and personal to business, manufacturing
relationships need extra care would be your best bet but, In
now. You may have to reckon such case, be sure to have some
with some unforeseen hap- artistic outlet for contentment
and fulfillment Birthdate of;
PeningsJohn TrIdall. Brit. physicist;
SCORPIO
1411 Olive
Phone 753-3852
lOct. 24 to Nov 22) r11, V• John Kieran. journalist. author;
Curb emotions and do ngt let James Baldwin, author; Peter
401 Olive
them become a fact* in O'Toole, film star.
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Parents Try to Cope
When Kids Go Wrong
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August Specials
MEN'S SUITS
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DRESSES

124:g

Draperies
10 /0 Discount

College Cleaners

f-44
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Joyce Wingerteu, St. Louis/ is assisted by some fancy
footwork during a recent macrame workshop at
Rushing Creek Campground in Land Between The lakes,
TVA's public outdoor demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. Various recreational activities
are conducted daily in each of the artily campgrounds
throughout the summer by college students serving in a
practicum program for 12 to 1,5 weeks in recreation.
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Edison
He had a bright
idea.. and turned
the whole world
on with it!
• On October 21,1879,
Edison invented the
,incandescent lamp. This
first electric light
bulb burned 10 hours
... long enough to
enlighten the world'.

• This Immeasurable
contribution has made
' life better for all
mankind. Electricity
is the power source of
all man's future plans,
goals and dreams come
true. And that's something to reflect on.

• Every time we flick on
a light...turn on the
slice of
brear1,-we experience the
wonder of electricity.
It works for us at home
and on the job ... making
things better all the time.

Tv . loam •

Miltraylloottio System
/53-S312
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State Keeping Lid On No-Fault
AutoInsurance Premiums

Max B. Hurt of Murray
as national treasurer of the
appointed
(A Column of historical and genealogical
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
anecdotes, stories and family notes.f
Society.
George Hart, vice-president of the
Bank of Murray, spoke at the closing
session of the meeting of the Kentucky
By SYRAINSEY
is related to,sting„,aeaitrefitta
edir care, subjeibter aiiierably consideration.
GiM lad0r
BankerOasociation held In LeziLgton.
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RA4yiriated
Ass
F
Press Writer
The state Insurance Departmegt is
_
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chikircn of forthcoming generations,
Therelli-rittle.Add
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not at all convinced that the industry
) The rate
more
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economical
respect
than
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10,1114,41:A_*arAl120111142--`-!,Grasa ----4111160way Coneourt-"
3 81
" freeze on no-fault automobile insurance
needs relief in every field.
northern industrial states.
Open on August 5.
.
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has
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McGuffey said the 1375 annual
state
he
said,
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some
other
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from companies, Inc
so
costs
far.
reports
include
property damage in no-fault
area, pushing flat boats up the river
Crawford Story, age 57, Loyce Dick,
of profit or loss, "111011,
Insurance
Harold
barometer
Commissioner
which
coverage,
raises
inevitably
costs
age 44, Thomas Garvin Curd, age 60,
from North Carolina and settling the
coverage profitabik
said
McGuffey
several
firms,
injury
bodily
including
of
protection.
Ron Acree of Louisville wá chamland now known as Land Between the
Mrs. Inez Bourland Ross, age 62, Gillis
one large underwriter, already have
generally and no-fault (which took its
200
The
or
so
companies
which
write
Golf
Invitational
CathMurray
Wilson, age 40, and William Allen
Lakes. Mrs. Robbie. Lupe, of Paris, pjon of the
requested as much as a 25 per cent
place) about the same."
no-fault in Kentucky have a harder
cart, age 68.
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stories, of the time when her grandfilings is not sufficiently relevant to
Since no filings have-been approved indicated the property and physical
according to Prentice Lassiter,
mother was young. It was during the McLeod, Jr., will be held August 3 at
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experience."
under
no-fault, the public hearing stage damage aspect was extremely unsuperintendent.
time of the Civil War, and her family Hazel Method's. Church with Bishop H.
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Prof. William Cherry spoke on
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes on
which was a mixed bag of political
personal injury in a wreck, without the no-fault rates has yet come up with
formation of this year that situation is
the
of
meeting
the
Laverne
at
Mrs.
Safety"
July 27, a girl to Mr. and
emotions, with the south predominately "Farm
continuing to deteriorate," he said.
issue of negligence coming up.
exclusively Kentucky experience in
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not
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and Mrs. Edward Hendon on July 27.
A concert will be presented
young girl in her community who
ment is granting property and collision
coverage.
gathering a full 12-month statistical
Coach Jim Moore said he will use the
looked with favor on, a young Union night by the MSU Summer Symphony
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No-fault has been in effect more than report for every company writing noand
Blair,
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by
his
for
soldier, for which. She was sharply Orchestra, directed
"T" formation on the girdiron
one year in this state, and a mandatory fault coverage in this date," he said.
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football team at Murray State College.
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The opening game will
day, when shesnd her beau walked into Baer, at
the insurance department and asks the
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Insurance Department for one.
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success of the no-fault law."
Roy H. Enoch has beep added to the
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The rate freeze went off June 30, and
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have
reports
Freed-Hardeman
Some
girl. Her family was subsequently speech faculty at
a handful of companies promptly tried but McGuffey said they don:k
show MI
•_punished in other ways for the girl's College, Henderson, Tenn.
to get higher premiums.
A total of 4,314 children between the
trend yet.
defection.
-Their arguments might apply in
ages of 6 and 18 are included in the
Praying always with all prayer
"Certain . companies probably will
Mrs. Lupa's favorite story is about
other states, but' we're better off in need higher rates," hi said. "If so, we'll
and asupplication In the Spirit, and
County School District this
Calloway
the time when the battle of Fort
several ways," McGuffey said.
watehing thereunto with all peryear, according to Ola Mae Farmer,
make the changes."
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and supplication for all
severance
he
said,
First,
entered
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Officer.
Attendance
County
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The information from the reports also
saints. Epbesians 618.
were told to come to Dever and collect 13th Street, Murray, was the winner of
no-fault field with rates adequate for a may be used for the 1976 Legislature
this was an increase in
said
She
their wounded. Her grandmother told of the Lucky Fotoquiz Contest of the
Great and mighty acts as well as
profitable return for companies when it meets in special session this fall
enrollment over last year.
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head. When the time came for their tucky.
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Let's Stay Well
Larry Suiter, Nick Horton, Jimmy
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MSC President James H. Richmond.
to
brother who had been wounded, there Thompson, Robert Barnett, Jerry Hale,
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get
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By F.J L Blasingame. M.D.
--- Deaths reported this week include
the Training Camp at Hardinsburg July- _presence alive, if they were to go.
W. W. Baker, age 76, Mrs. Davey
not require a second incision to
abdominal discomfort, anemia,
Fewer leg amputations may
If other physicians have simiThe issue was finally settled and two 23-27.
Alton Wylie, age 45, Mrs. Mattie
or liver disease. Pet dogs should
be necessary in use future obtatri a section of vein for use. lar results, this new .ource at
Births reported include boy to Mr.
of the man's brothers were dispatched
The material_ from umbilical material will improve results for
Glasgow Penny, MrsSarah Alice
be treated with medication
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beseiged by questions about General (Chuck) Simons on July 14, and a girl to
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cent human umbilical cords
75, Bruce Bradley, age 43,
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symptoms and dogs may harbor
The umbilical cord extends the needs a(a particular pane*
Grant. To the great disappointment of Mr.and Mrs. Glenn Doran on July 18.
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Qall, it was reported that Grant did not
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emergency education, is, attending an
Park.
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Two New Jersey brothers who and reported in US. NEWS &
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the terms appear to be inare physicians, Drs. Irving and WORLD REPORT, the grafts sored by the Pet Food Institute.
of the nation at Oberlin College, Ohio.
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Herbert Dardik, used processed from the umbilical cords have the family owned dog population
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Isn't-ft The Truth

by dr. paul t. hendershot
professor of economics and finance, middle tennessee state university

A Bicentennial Declaration Of American Undependence
When, in the course of two hundred years of existence
as a free and independent and proud people, the inhabitants of a nation find their lives to be inaperikidlay—
the constant dominance of an overpowering governmental bureaucracy, it behooves all concerned citizens
of that nation to look at their glorious heritage and to
devise ways and means of declaring to the world that a
state of undependence upon such a bureaucracy and
the great paternalistic government which fosters it must
henceforth exist within that sovereign nation and among
its free people.
We hold these truths to be self-evident in the
created In the Imam-Twentieth- Century, that all
God and are given
of
sight
the
in
equal
are
God
of
individual free :wills so that they may have the _opportunity of living righteous lives and of seeking the
salvation of their own souls. That all men, created in
the Image of God, are created, nevertheless, with uncommon and individual characteristics, abilities, tastes,
and talents which make them, in effect, unequal in
many respects pertaining to individual characteristics,
qualifications, and talents. That, in spite of such unequalities existent among the citizenry of the nation.
there exist certain unalienable rights, such as Life.
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. That governments are instituted among men for the purpose of protecting the basic rights of such citizens, but not for the
purpose of creating a great national bureaucracy and an
Overpowering and paternalistic. government to oversee
and dictate the lives of those same people. That the
elected representatives of the people in a democratic
society are given special mandates by the citizenry to
see that the people of the nation shoukl receive proper
recognition of their rights and of their responsibilities
to the body politic. That the thesis and the proper
attitude of the citizenry should be a dedication of the
people to the great proposition that the people should
support the proper functions of government and that
the function of government is not to support the people.
mind
That any worthwhile government devised by the
electorate,
the
of
will
the
to
responsive
be
should
man
of
but should not impose its massive will on the people
in the form of the oppressive and unyielding bureaucracy that has developed in the Twentieth Century in
•••••

•

the United States of America. That to return this nation
to a state bf rationality and respect in the minds of its
citizens, the charges_ggainst. the present bureaucracy
must be known, and that this Declaration of Uncle.,,pandence on that bureaucratic government must be set
forth for all the world to witness in our Bicentennial
Year.
The history of the government of the United States
for the past fifty years, under both dominant political
parties, has been a history of constant usurPtiffon of
the political power of the individual states of the
Union and of the rights arid privileges of the individual
irenslis many tselds of political and economic activity,
instil freedom has suffered and the rights of states and
of citizens have come close to destruction. The all- powerful bureaucracy of the Federal government has
become the dominant force within this nation which
originally was dedicated to Liberty and Freedom from
the oppressions of government. It has entered into every
househokl and into every business firm and activity ITS
olds a way as to become oppressive and obnoxious to
the citizens of the land. It has stationed its bureaucrats
in every state in huge numbers, so that scarcely any
community is free of their insidious influence and
Vressure. It has imposed its will on the free and independent individuals of this Republic, and has made
them like vassals of the state through its political
pressure and its power to control the economic affairs
of businesaes'and of individuals. Moreover, this gigantic
bureaucracy and the all-pervasive Federal government
have manifested themselves in the everyday lives of the
citizens of the Unaed•States by a variety of unusual
and unnecessary activities, the most &portant and
notorious of which have been the following:
I. A great proliferation of the programs of the Federal
government in the field of Agriculture, so that the
American farmer has moved from an era of "nagged
individualism" to an era of "abiect dependence- upon
that same Federal government for survival;
2. A domination o the independent banking arid
financial system of the nation through the appointees
of the President on the Board of Governer' of the
Federal Reserve Systems and other financial agent irs,
so that too much power maiden in Washington, DC:,
and too little power remains with the individual
bankers and their banks and with the other 'financial

institutions in the land,
3. A complete revision of the proper ideas of governmental budgeting procedure andihe supplanting of
reasonable budgets of Abe_Federal government by
unreasonable and outrageously high red-ink budgets
that have averaged $50 Billion deficits for each of the
last three years and over-sized deficits for most of the
last forty years of our national history,
4 A system of regulation of business and domination of
business firms, so that merely complying with Federal
requests for information and the filling out of forms
for all governmental agencies is costing American
businessmen billion, of dollars annually;
5. A disavowal of the proper role of American Capitalism
and the ideal of Free Competitive Enterprise and
free markets._ and the attempt on the part of the
bureaucracy and the Feral government to foster
socialistic patterns of economic enterprise and the
demise • of the American system of free enterprise and
the free market iilave.
6. A failure to protect the American c,unsumer in 'his
attempts to obtain the expected good quality of
goods and services at reasonable prices, while at the
same time the Federal government and its bureaucracy
are promoting Inflation and the erosion of epenctary
values through the rising national debt and the
failure to exercise restraint on spending and ether
factors in the economy that promote inequity and
unfairness among the wage carnets of the nation,
7. Aui inept approach to the whole problem of inflation
and unemployment, chiefly through the failure of the
bureaucrats to realize that only increased production
of goods and services in the economy will be able to
alleviate the shortages, restore people to employment
and security, and reduce prices so that i onsumers will
not -feat the ravagesof -spirahng inflation;
-8. A failure to solve the pressing housing problems of
the people of the nation and the equally profound
Problem of family incomes, mainly because the attitude of the bureaucrats appears to tse that the mere
spending of Federal government dollars will alleviate
the circumstances surrounding poor housing accomMc:slate/es and the poverty kids 01 income of some
American citizens;
9 A dismal failure of the Federal government and its
powerfu l bureaucracy in the fields of International
Relations and Foreign Policy, as well as in Doabestir:
Affairs and tabor-Mariakement on the international
scene of seemingly aiding our enemies and offending
our friends,- and on the domestic Nene they curry
the favor id Big Labor for votes and, antagonize
Management by entering disputes AS advocates of
Labor's petitions; and M. Most issidiceas of all, a perpetuation of the old

bureaucratic and governmental axiom, 'Tax, Spend,
and Borrow, as if There Is No Tomorrow!," which is
a type of thinking that has been sanctioned by the
bureaucrats and has overpowered thei. thinking
throughout the ages, but particularly in the United
States duringt die last half-century of our existence!
These acts, and many more, impel the citizenry of
this great nation to declare open rebellion against the
arrogance and the hypocrisy of the,bureaucrats. in the
Federal government and to disavow any allegiance or
dependence upon them to solve the pressing problems
of this great nation. These acts require us to implore,
our elected representatives in Congress and in the
various state- legislatures_ tes restoce4bis- nation to the.....
people. These acts cause us to Lssue this Declaration of
(Independence upqn the swarms of bureaucrats asice:t
their agencies in Washington, D.C., and throughout the
United States at 2 time when the entire 'Wine of the
.United States of America is at stake!
WE, TIIEREFORE, the Sovereign Citizen's of the
Untied States of America appealing to the Supreme
Judge of the Universe for the rectitude of ,tair intentions,.
do hereby declare and publish to the worklthat we are
no longer dependent upon the bureaucrats and their
bureaucracies to solve our national problems. That we
as free citizens are undcpendent upon the bureaucratS
••
and that we have full authority under Gfid to wasai:e.
open warfare against them in our national Congress. iaifi,.;
our legislative balk irf the various States, and in one-,
kxol gin crnmental circle% That as free citizens we havi-?:
all of the rights and prerogatives of free men aret:
women to do those things which will restore econornii-:.!
and political sanity to this great nation in its Ricenten...-..;
nial Year of 1976. And that to accomplish these greaC.
under God,'we invoke His Divinel?;
and high i
Bk-ssing, and we mutually pledge to each other intei__‘•'!;
Liven, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.
DONE TillS HISTORICALLY SACRED DAY Ofq
JULY 4, 1976, in the typically American city of Murs,2-4..
freesholo, Tennessee. This „Declaration of Ilndef,-,
prudence will he effective when adopted by thrfi...
So% ereign People of the United States of Ameries
put into effect at the free ballot hose, in local, state.,•.1.,
and national elections throughout the Iliture -history 41
"•
this great nation.
—•
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I •art of this outdoor
will be set asi e
Classified display ads. These ads will
be restricted to those items for sole or
trade that are commonly associated
with hunting, fishing, boating etc. Ads
for 4-wheel drive vehicles will be acc.epted but for no other types of vehicle.

1973 HIGH Performance
Bumble Bee Bass boat.
135 h.p. Evinrude motor,
trolling motor, depth
finder and all extras.
Call 247-4732 after 5:00
p.m.
14' CROSBY fishing boat.
Six man capacity, one
swivel chair, trailer,
Scott 40 h.p. motor. $275
or best offer. Call 7531513 or 753-7746.

Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the out-of-doors

Visitors to the Land Between The Lakes have the opportunity to observe the
American bison which was all but decimated from North America during the last century. The buffalo "pen" is located near Model, Tennessee in LBL and contains approximately 60 bison. The herd contains 18 cows, 7 bulls, 10 calves and the rest being
yearlings. The herd is conveniently located near the main highway in LBL and ,is a
favorite sightseeing spot for weekend visitors.

FRANKFORT, Ky. {AP) —
Anglers are finding white bass
fishing improved on major
state lakes, the Fish and
wildlife Department says.
The roundup:
Dale Hollow—Bluegill good
on flyrod poppers and worms
and crickets in weedbeds and
willow bushes, black bass and
white bass fair in jumps early
and late, clear, stable, three
feet below pool and 83.
Kentucky — Sauger fair
trellinemedium runners and
still fishing minnows in the
Kentucky-Barkley lakes canal
and over ridges, white bass
fair in jumps on spinners and
spoons and still fishing
with a rod. The reel is built
into the rod handle, making it
an integral part of the rod and
presenting an entirely new
kind of casting system.

14' SPEED BOAT, 50 h.p.
motor. Trailer 71 model.
Call 489-2485.
14 FT. JON boat, 1976
model, 94 Johnson
motor. 1973 Model and
trailer. $800. Also 14 trot
lines and boxes, $165.
Call 753-3511.

REGISTERED
WALKER Coon hound
pups, call 436-5650 or 7531651.

28' PONTOON boat. 65
h.p. Johnson motor.
„ Ready to go. Call 75349134

ENJOY SUMMER - Fall
camping. In like new 16
ft. travel trailer, sleeps
4, a-c, heat, stove,
refrigerator. 911475. Call
753-6183.
CAMPER BUS 1964
Chevrolet good motor,
fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon
water tank. $900. Call
753-3511.

ecause wire line cannot be demand by some fishermen.
spooled tightly on a reel, Such reels give spin-casting
special reels have been reel performance while still
designed for ultra-deep fishing
with this type of line. Special
purpose trolling reels have
narrow spools that are very
deep; in addition to great line
capacity (needed for deep
trolling), they make it
possible to spool wiEe line in
large loops, lessening the
probability of kinking. Leadcore lines also are used with
these reels for the same
reason.
Reels for deep trailing are
available for mounting ver- providing the ,,comfort and
tically or horizontally on a balance of under-the-rod
rod. Those that mount ver- mounting, as with contically are probably most ventional open-face spinning
popular, but one type is as reels.
servicable as the other.
A particularly important
They're also available with feature to look for in such
one or two handles, the choice reels is convenient location of
being a matter of personal the reel's "trigger" or release
preference.
lever. SinCe the reel is under
Closed-face spinning reels the rod handle, the release
that mount under the rod are lever must be placed where it
specialty reels much in can be reached handily, yet be

All About Fishing Reels
Deadline for classified ads to appear

in this section will be noon every Friday.
'Sportsmen, you now have o chance
to advertise your items on the pages
most widely read by sportsmen in this
area. You may list your item in the
regular classified section for as many
days as you desire and also list i t on
the Outdoor Lore page on Saturday.

Published by the American
Fishing Tackle Manufacturers Association (AFTMA1,
All About Fishing Reels,"
presented in a seven part
series was written by Tom
McNally, Outdoor Editor of
the Chicago Tribune, and
illustrated by free-lance artist
George Panfil of Barrington,
Illinois.
Member firms of AFTMA
have adopted a policy
recognizing sport fishing is the
natural heritage of millions of

American men, women, and
children-more persons than
participate in any other.
outdoor sports activity.
Members of the American
Fishing Tackle Manufacturers Association (AFTMA
in appreciation of the
physical, mental, and moral
recreation values of sport
fishing. acknowledge their
responsibilities to these
millions of Americans, as
follows:
I. To support all legislative

out-of-the-way when reeling in
One advantage of under-therod closed-face spin-casting
reels is that there is no exposed line'to billow from the

spool when casting into a
strong wind. This line control
also is helpful in night fishing.
One of the unique specialty
reels is a type that combines a
semi-closed-face spinning reel
and organizational activities
which protect, improve or
expand
sport
fishing
facilities;
II. To oppose any law,
regulation, ordinance or
activity which adversely
affects sport fishing directly
or indirectly, provided such
opposition is not detrimental
to the general welfare of the
United States:
III. To produce equipment
which creates confidence in
craftsmanship and pride of
ownership as well as increases
sport fishing skill and
pleasure.

This in -the- rod kind of reel
provides all the advantages of
spth-casting and open-face
'spinning; liking with some
features of its own. For
example, it's possible to keep
reeling in with this reel while
the drag is slipping and yet not
develop line twist. The drag
can be pre-set An- the test line
being used.
This specialty reel mounts
under the rod and enables the
fisherman to place his fingers
around the reel's leg and hold
the rod as he would a standard
spinning rod. A "button"
located on the top of the
handle (available in left or
right side mounting) picks up
the line for re-spooling.
Other specialty built-in rodreel combinations are inexpensive, uncomplicated little
"winches" located at the butts
of the long fishing "poles,"
and in the handles of icefishing rods.

While such miniature reels
primarily store the line, they
also make it possible for the
angler to play a hooked fish
from the reel.

minnows around bridge piers, nightcrawlers around points
in tailwaters catfish slow to and dropoffs on upper lake, in
fair, sauger slow, clear, tailwaters crappie and trout
stable, one foot below pool and fair to good, clear, falling 29
82.
feet below timberline and 81.
Laurel—Trout good at night
Barkley — Bluegill fair over
gravel beds and in rip rap, on worms along deep banks,
black bass slow to fair on crappie good day and night
artificial nightcrawlers over over submerged cover, clear,
dropoffs, in tailwaters catfish stable at power pool and 84.
Buckhorn—white bass fair
good, crappie slow, clear to
murky,falling slowly,one foot ta bood trolling spinners and
below pool and 84.
spoons, bluegul fair to good in
Grayson — Crappie fair inlets and bays, in tailwaters
along deep banks and over trout good, clear to murky,
submerged cover, black bass stable, one foot above pool and
slow on artificial night- 79.
crawlers early and late and on
CaVe Run—"Musky good
surface lures along rocky casting and trolling ipedium
points and shAllow banks, in to deep runners overthe main
tailwaters trout good, clear, channel, bluegaSlow to fair in
stable at pool and 81.
inlets and bays, clear, stable
Nolin — Crappie fair at pool add 80.
over submerged cover, white Barren—Bluegill fair to
bass slow in jumps on spinners..g6od off deep banks and over
land spoons early and late, in submerged cover, black bass
tailwaters white bass and slow to fair on artificial
/
2 nightcrawlers along points
trout fair, clear, stable, 11
feet above pooband 82.
and over dropoffs, in
Cumberland—,Crappie fair tailwsjers catfish slow, clear
to good and improving still to murky, stable at pool and
and drift fishing minnows in 80.
Rough River—Bluegill fair
deep coves over submerged
cover, black bass and white to good in inlets and bays,
bass fair in jumps early and black bass slow to fair on
late, bluegill fair along surface lures along shallow
shallow banks on upper lakes, banks, in tailwaters crappie
black bass slow at night slow, clear, stable at pool and
artificial 81.
casting

HANG ON,JESSIE 01' Jessie "Egghead" Redden, spinner of tail tales and creator of the farriaus Red Devil,
holds onto some 40 pounds of blue catfish proof. "Egg"
was fishing at Lake Barkley this week when something
rather large played tug of war with his rod and reel
equipped with 15 pound test line. A 20 minute fight ensued prior to his landing the large 'rubber shark" He
was using shad for bait
-

Photo Courtesy of Uncle left's Sporting Goods
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"Guns
New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson

Murray Home & Auto

Bear*
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. -10:00p.m.

choke Si

Kea 7531511

Vernon's
WESTERN STORE

Fisherman's Special

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCIURE
rake 94 fos.

GRAYSON McCILURI

MiorIlly for 2 rss,fps T,rri r,i7h.00 260
Follow 280 f
1 mfles post Bonner s Grocery Toff*
bior Irfnr, ,nte Posioromo and follow Istocktoss /0 VOW Ireett

Telephone 502-436-5483

Noy tlos fames Rests N Nollor Boot owl receive yew MI chat* of S5.115
retail Asa Filet Naive, S pair of socks or $5.15 cosht

Fishing Tackle
Camping'Equipment
Booting Accessories
Guns Ammo
641 South Phone 753-9491
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Kentucky Afield
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Bow/punter's Bag

Start Making Your
Deer Hunting Plans Now
•

▪

AS Wilt, AISPridigli

competent boveTemetnalost,'"
.know4edge of your equipment. Fir's
Struction Thdlt1 always inspect bow, arrowl and string before shooting, densepd
---equipment is dangerous. And iernember that a bows range is 100 to 200 yards. but Its elective range Is much shorter
f*sot with a bow are closer than 36 yards) When you're hunting, horseplay us out, Most accidents out from
l
(most
carelesaneil of a lace of knowledge about archery equipment Above all, maintain the high ethics of
fooli
nship already established by competent borrhunters Bowhunting has long been a challenging sport it's up to
spor
you

Fishing In Kentucky
immajor
Thirteen
poundments, 43 state-crwned
lakes, thousands of farm
ponds, and big rivers with
more miles of running water
than any other state except
Alaska—that's the year-round
fishing picture in Kentucky.
White ,and black bass,

walleye, muskellunge,
crappie, bluegill, sunfish and
freshwater drum, and catfish. they're all here and
more.
your
whatever
And
preference in fishing tackle,
that, too, can be utilized in

753-5693

t Mkt bsi liey 94

Murray Bait Co.

• Never shoot arrows straight up, they tend to
come straight back down

II. Leaning on the tip of a strung bow can unstring it
with disastrous results. There is nothing more embarrassing than having .a string come off as a large buck
strolls by offering a good shot.

16 Don't run with -iirr"Oy) on bow; don't CTOU fences
with arrow on bow; don't heye arrow on bowin camp
or when not hunting.

4

• -Have arrows that match your draw
length; too short arrows allow overdrawing and cut your bow hand (Tip:
broadheads with major blade mounted horizozp,Ily will be away from
index finger at full draw.) Arrows
too long result in # big loss in
speed and accuracy.

+

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

•
Oe
:f
g
•11F,
•

• Re check arrows after shooting
each time for cracks, loose nocks,
flatches or broadheads for dullness
(Tip: Always touch up a broadhead
after it is shot )

,(1
.
•Nfr:l'"rt

.^.4 .ar-nw
A bow wtb a nocI,
is a weapon as potentially- dangerous as a loaded firearm,
treat it with the same respec

•• •
• . •-•

Woodsmanship

Hunting

• Mark the trail when
tracking game so you don't
get lost.

e. --Be careful stalking game
in heavily hunted areas; if you
are properly camouflaged and
moving right you will be hard
to see and may sound like a deer.

Kb Acquaint yourself with the
area you'll hunt; cacry maps; carry
a compass and know how to use it.

II_ Be careful when climbing trees,
bark is slippery in mornings and .
during snow :r rain.

• Carry matches and a survival kit in
big country and/or unfamiliar country.

• Use a rope to lift bow, arrows and
other gear into or down from elevated
stands; never carry tackle in your hand while
climbing.

• Carry a small first aid kit with
adequate bandages, compress and tourniquet
• In big country like desert or mountain, look
behind frequently so you'll know what landmarks to
sight on when coming out.

• Tie a safety rope around yourself in a tree stand
Or elcfv.ited blind, it is possible to fal! asleep and tall
out

• Should you become lost, don't panic. Sit down
and think, then climb a tree or to high ground to note
landmarks before trying to find your way out.

t‘rir.,•oach wounded game cautiously . Even a
animal may charge when it realizes
you are the source of its pain.

• Be sure you're in good enough physical condition
for plenty of walking, climbing and, hopefully,
dragging a deer

• If you suspect the broadhead is in the body
cavity, be extra careful when cleaning game;

want to jig fish, a favorite
method of catching the lunker.
They say-correctly-that fish
bite every day in Kentucky.
They also say that Kentucky
offers the best variety- of
fishing in the southeastern
United States.
Unlike some states, Kentucky has no closed season on
angling except on fishing for
walleye during February and
March annually.
Why not explore the dif.ferent Kentucky waterways
and experience the fishing
opportunities they have to
offer

Kentucky.Lake
Fall Fishing Derby
Lake
Kentucky
Vacationland, Inc. and the
Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce announces the
oldest Fishing Derby in the
United States the "KENFALL
LAKE
TUCKY
DERBY", to
FISHING
distribute prizes to over 110
successful anglers.

Cash prizes will be paid to
grand prize winners with
merchandise prizes for the
weekly winners in Six difof
categories
ferent
fish—Black Bass, Crappie,
White Bass, Pike, Catfish and
Blue Gill.
This year the derby is taking
on a new feature, the

‘Pi-o-rflpt,Eflittelit-Servite -

Jewelers

Is Our Business"

III I

we he I in

Tennis Department

Hook's -Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and

four-wheel drive vehicles

ItJTSON Chemical

The "Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires in the
Jackson Purchase featuring:

Co.

HOOKS WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Inc.

rtilizer
753-1933

Jerry's Restaurant

BUCKS BODY SHOP

753-3226
130&tw6irk
_
ilr;t1M1

Eating Is A Family Affair
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & fishing licenses

registered tourist gilest of
campgrounds will be elgible to
enter the derby. There is no
entry fee and all 'registered
overnight tourist at any one of
the 60 different motel, resorts,
rental houseboats, or campgrounds in Marshall County
may participate.
The Derby will be run for 11

weeks from August 15 to
November 1. The eligible
waters for the derby will be41)
miles of Kentucky Lake from
Ky. Dam south to the ScottFitzhugh Bridge.
The fishing in Kentucky
Lake has been great for the
swing and summer of thu
bicentennial year and all
indications show that this Will
be a record breaking year for
Kentucky's "Other Derby".
Plan now to come to Marshall County between August
15 and November land join in
the festivities and enter that
catch in the Kentucky pike
Fall Fishing Derby.
arrt

753-1640

likor;wy, Ky.

S. 12th St.

• Always carry broadheads in a
quiver with protection over the
head, should you fall or stumble

1.

•

Lindsey's

114 S. Sth

• Always be extra cautious when handling
broadheads; a slip can cut you or a
bowstring, damaging you and the bow.

•

located W Railroad Avenue

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

• Be sure of your target; never point an arrow at
anything you don't intend to shoot.

• Never draw or release a bow without an arrow,
short bow, never draw another
never overdrew
man's ,bow without his permission These all lead to 5,N •••
•
overdrawing and bow breakage

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area

The arrows

Use a bow stringer Its more secure and won't
twist limbs.

Outdoorsmen:
Home of the longggg dozen

safe sport

e

Developed trails at Land
Between The Lakes range
from one-fourth mile to 26
miles in length. Plans are now
underway to develop a trail
that will extend the entire 40mile length of Land Between
The Lakes.

Phto Courtesy Murray Bad Co

to keep it a

The kW

The Hillman Heritage Trail, TVA's Land Between The a component of the National
a 10-mile system located in Lakes, has been designated as Trails System by the U. S.
Outdoor
of
Bureau
--.-""`"01111.111111
Recreation. Hillman Heritage
is the second national
11111111111001
recreation trail at Land
Between The Lakes. The Long
Creek Trail, a paved walk
developed for the physically
handicapped, was designated
in June 1971.
The Hillman Heritage Trail
was designed and built with
the help of the Kentucky Lake
chapter of the National
and
Hikers
Campers
Association. It has been
selected as part of the Kentucky Bicentennial Trail
System, a system consisting of
200 miles of trails winding
throughout the state.

Kentucky. You'll cast ortroll
for black and white bass,
muskie and walleye.. you'll
dunk minnows and worms to
havest crappie and white
bass, bluegill and channel
catfish. you'll use popping
bugs and surface lures in the
early spring and late fall and
cast underwater lures the
year around.. you'll use cut
bait on trotlines and limb
lines.., and you'll wade
Kentucky's streams and float
the rivers to view the most
unspoiled, rustic scenes in the
entire United States. Then, in
dead of winter, you'll probably

You are the key
to Bowhunting

4 Bony Witte Om

Bureau Of Outdoor Recreation Designates Hillman Heritage
Trail In LBL Part of National Trails System

Using a '4 ounce white shyster Ricky Norsworthy
caught this rather large, one pound four ounce bluegill.
Maucho Rick was fishing a farm pond.

A

NON dellP

No advance reservations
By John Wilson
while bow hunting for which
'Guest Writer
no advance registration is are required for bow hunting
The middle of summer may required) will be from Oct. 9- on Higginson-Henry, and the
dates of the bow season
seem like a strange time to be Nov. 10 and Dec.18-Dec. 31.
thinking about deer hunting,
At Fort Knox, advance correspond with those for the
hunt—Oct.
ermobee
iery
atesv4maik
iinc
but for those who want to registration„a4g,,
• T.sakiitiabiwit
_
engage in hunts on several iol
bokh .gtitrand .bOsse
The Bluegrass Army Depot,
ry„-y1,rcay
,
areas around Kentuck
lications for the Nov. 20-21
ng and Nov. 27-28 gun hunts will Madison County, will have
is the time to start,„
plans.
be accepted only between only bow hunting this year,
and reservations are required
The Watts which need the Aug. 27 and Sept. 24*.
for the Oct. 9-10 and Oct. 23-24
bow
-mat advance planning are
31
1-Oct.
Oct.
the
Fgp.
The depot requires that
those which require advance seiMn in Ft. Knox, ap- hunts.
be mailed on a
applications
reservations. If you want to plications must be submitted
the applications
and
postcard
hunt deer at Land Between the between Aug. 1 and Aug. 20. A
only between
accepted
be
will
Lakes, Ft. Knox, the separate application is
Sept. 15. The
and
15
Aug.
Higginson-Henry Wildlife required fat,each hunt.
postcartl must contain the
Management Area or the Blue
name and address of the
$10.00
a
charges
Knox
Ft.
out
get
Depot,
Army
Grass
hunter lone person only per
your calendar and mark down fee in addition to the regular
requirements for a valid card), age and telephone
the following dates.?
statewide hunting license and number. A 810 fee will -be
At Land Between the Lakes! deer permit. The fee mitt charged by the area, payable
in Western Kentucky, gun accompany the application for only after the hunter is
hunters must participate in a the hunt and should be mailed notified of his selection in the
e(nputerized drawing for to: Ft. Knox...Conservation and drawing and of his specific
hunting assignments. The Beautification Committee, P. hunting date.
Postcards should be mailed
deadline for submitting ap- 0. Box 1052, Ft. Knox, Ky.
to: Chairman, Wildlife
plications is Sept. 1, but 40121.
hunters must write LBL
At the Higginson-Henry Management Subcommittee,
beforehand for their stan- Wildlife Management Area, Building S-14, Lexington
dardized application form. If Union County, a drawing will Bluegrass Army Depot,
you want to hunt deer with a be held to determine wiao will Lexington, Ky.40507.
Other areas in the state
gun on this area, drop them a participate in the Nov. 16-17
note requesting an application gun hunt. Applications will be have seasons and regulations
form and a list of their special accepted only between Aug. 15 differing from the statewide
hunting regulations. The and noon,Sept. 4, Requests for rules, but no others require
address is: Land Between the applications can be mailed to; advance reservations. We'll
Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. Manager, Higginson-Henry discuss these areas more in a
42231.
Wildlife Management Area, future column a little closer to
Gun hunts at LBL will be Rt. No. 5, Morganfield, Ky. the opening of the deer
seasons.
held on Nov. 17, 20, 22 and 29, 24237,

sr

RCHERY
WORLD

6:30-11:00 Sun. tbru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Hwy.641 South

d
.

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

900 Sycamore

753-5142
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Paducah Wins Tourney With
Wild 12-1 1 Win Over Murray

the sixth and Robertson
Tony Bayless, who already team.
after a strikeout and a walk,
hurled the rest of the game,
by
hit
was
By MIKE BRANDON
ster
Winche
Steve
a
hit
ion
ji my Champ
had five hits in his last eight
teilie loss.
then
taking
Ledgeris TimesSpusldlitar,„ m
iiik
Threatt
Tony
ukrai
and
t
pitch
,,,a
Crtfire-fly.teitvoPshdur.aka,Aimes,aitediowee
-111
ir
llefrt
a
came
trim edge.
.. for Murray.
• Austin
.44L,4.. over the Paducah mound the contest with
•
•
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Algt*rik..,
t
ittreat
at
•
sink.
tten
-=-Wali
-the kitchen
reS2Y-dwires7i
bWila
t
tv
deciding point in the game one andiN
hits while
three
having
Jeff
and
ton
That's what the Padtkith
McCuis
Mickey
came with two out and the uncorked a shot deep into the
and
Stewart
walked to fill the Vasseur,
American Legion team did
bases loaded. On a throw hack leftfield pastures behind the Oakley both
d
all had two hits
el
McDani
of
out
Threatt
Friday night at Hollan
sent
and
bases
to Robertson from catcher football stands for a solo
apiece.
Stadium. They threw in the
left, presented softball trophies
Mickey McCuiston, Threatt homer. Besides making it a 12- the game.
TROPHIES PRESENTED - Kiwanis Club president, Perry Cavitt,
.
Russell
nRobert
sink,
represe
For Miiraiy, Bayless had
kitchen
the
Cooper,
came
kitchen
e
in
Jeanett
Then,
and
e,
12-9
a
McGehe
it
the
10 game, it also lifted
stole home. That made
to, left to right, Teresa Dick, Lynne Beatty, Michelle
the
kitchen
ed
of teight Murray hits.
happen
so
Softball
just
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Girls
.
It
Junior
Russell
sink,
club, in the
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tative members of the Pirates, girls team sponsored by the
else had more than
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first
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the
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He
program
the
ed
present
who
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League. At right is Coach Durwood Beatty, Kiwonio
that
too.
one.
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son,
in
d
Robert
involve
Paul
were
ages 12 through 15,
meeting Thursday night. He said apprekimately sixty girls,
Six Murray .players conAfter pitching a shutout
made it a 12-11-game and the
keen. Kent Wright and Durwood
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teams
four
the
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competi
said
and
program
the
-inning 8-0
nine
a
their Legion careers
with
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cluded
loaded
Thursd
still
were
bases
end
the
at
ent
in the playoff tournam
y
Murra
the
They included the
Beatty coached the Pirates who earned a first place finish
.
then
over
Friday
Threatt
win
out.
nobody
today's youth need only to get involved
team in the
Dwaine Musgrow plus
and
Legion
an
of the regular season. -Those who ore pessimistic about
injured
Rogers
Americ
Danny
fanned
Beatty
"
people we have in Murray,
Thurmond, ,Tony
in working with them to realize what a fine group of young
-*first game of District TourRaymond Sims then got Bob Tony
to right and Bayless; Steve Winchester,
to
pop
said.
nament play, Russell pulled
n
Thurma
Chicago White
Mark Miller and Lindy Suiter.
the plug on the Murray season By HERSCHEL NISSENSON blanked the
that ended the game.
the Cleveland
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3-0
Sox
relief
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Writer
outstan
Murray finished the season
his
started for
Sports
Miller
with
Mark
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downed
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two innings with an 11-18 record while
lasted
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seven-inning
ned
-shorte
rain
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League
an
win.
pionship with a 12-11
sore arm. Miller was touched record into Regional play.
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After the contest, coaches
Trailing 9-4 in the bottom of
for three runs in the top of the
Lee May walloped a three- game.
Asked about catching the first, two of which came on a Randy Oliver and Chick
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run homer that broke open a
Lee May, who
with
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May Breaks Open Tight
Game With a-Run Homer

Expansion Of NBA About To Be
Reality, Says NBA Commissioner

Koosman Repays Mets Faith With
One Of His Best Ever Siasiins
Houston as he picked up his home run provided the Cubs'
By KEN RAPPOPORT
llth
victory in 13 decisions winning run.
AP Sports Writer
Giants 5, Dodgers 3
Earlier this season, the New with the Astros.
Matthews hit a threeGary
6
ls
7,
Cardina
Cubs
Jerry
put
to
York Mets wanted
Pete LaCock's three-run run homer, climaxing a fiveKoosman on relief. Now,
inning
they're happy they found work homer in the sixth inning and run rally in the third
sco
Franci
San
carried
that
eighthald's
Mitterw
George
for him.
Koosman has repaid the inning blast lifted Chicago past Los Angeles.
Chris Speier and Dave
Mets' faith. He's on the way to over St. Louis. LaCock's
one of his best seasons with 12 homer came after loser Bob Rader opened the Giants third
Burt Hooton,6victories, including Friday Forsch, 5-6, walked Bill , with singles off
hit Giant
then
Hooton
11.
s
Morale
Jerry
k
and
night's 3-2 four-hitter of the Madloc
with one out and the Cubs pitcher Charlie Williams, 2-0,
Philadelphia Phillies.
In addition to an impressive trailing 4-2. The Cubs added with a pitch to load the bases.
MOST VALUABLE SWIMMER - Robyn Roy (right) was
a
12-7 record, Koosman has a another run in the inning on Gary Thomasson smacked
ed with the trophy for being the most valuable member
present
3.33 earned run average with Manny Trillo's double and two-run single to center, and
of the Murray-Calloway swim teem. Making the presentation
104 strikeouts in 145 2-3 in- Mick Kelleher's run-scoring after a sacrifice by Marty
his
is swim coach June Nicholson.
Perez, Matthews slugged
single.
nings.
season.
the
of
her
12th
ing
eighth-inn
ald's
Mitterw
Friday night's performance
against the National League
SALMON STOCKING
East leaders was a typical
NEW YORK AP)- The DeKoosman job: low hit, high
troit River between Detroit and
tension.
Windsor, Ont., has been stocked
In the other National
with chinook salmon and steelLeague games, the Cincinnati
head and brown trout. Accordheader
Reds took a double
ing to Sports Afield magazine,
from the San Diego Padres 13the restocking is an apparent
8 and 4-2; the Pittsburgh
at
result of a successful cleanup
-the
lights
-.
d
undef
Englan
star Mike Boryla.
By The Associated Press
Pirates nipped the Montreal
of the river.
Another former Stanford Foxboro, Mass.
The team may be new, but
Detroit River forms the link
Expos 4-3 in 13 innings; the
to
Kansas
n
travels
Housto
start
first
his
be familiar to star will make
lakes Erie and St.
between
Atlanta Braves trimmed the the coach should
first
Monday
night
fans when the for a Western pro team. Jim City for the
Clair.
Houston Astros 3-2; the St. Los Angeles
Tampa Bay Buc- Plunkett,traded from the New game of the season.
Louis Cardinals stopped the expansion
on the Los England Patriots to the San
take
s
caneer
St. Louis Cardinals 7-6 and the
part of the Francisco 49erk in the offas
Rams
s
Angele
beat
the-Giants
sco
San Franci
National season, is set to play Sunday
of
d
weeken
full
first
Los Angeles Dodgers 5-3. Reds
Football League exhibition when the 49ers take on the
TENNIS
13-4, Padres 8-2.
Seattle Seahawks.
OLYMPICS
games.
LOUISVILLE - Fourth8-2
Yet another former USC seeded Harold Solomon adMONTREAL --- Bruce
The Saturday night game in
Johnny Bench drove in four
, marks the pro star, O.J. Simpson, won't be vanced to quarter final round Jenner of the United States
runs and reliever Manny Los Angeles
of John playing this weekend -and of the $125,000 Louisville won the gold medal in the
debut
ng
coachi
Sarmiento, called up from the
coach of the maybe not this season - International Tennis Classic decathlon with a world record
former
,
McKay
day,
the
in
minors earlier
sity of Southern because he hasn't been given a with a straight set victory 8,618 points while fellow
registered .his first major Univer
Trojans. McKay chance to play out west, over Tom Gormap 6-3,6-0.
Americans Dnrrell Pace and
league victory as Cincinnati California
property of the
n,
former
Simpso
one
g
coachin
Ryon captured gold
be
will
Luann
outslugged San Diego in the
J.K. Buffalo Bills, has refused to
r
G
receive
RACIN
player
HORSE
USC
medals for their pertheir
of
game
first
McKay's son - play unless he is traded to a, NEW YORK - Funny formances in archery.
coach
,
McKay
doubleheader.
facing another, West Coast tean.
Peculiar, $9.60, led all the way
Bench hit his 250th career and may be
Buffalo will play Detroit in and took the $25,000 Astracion
back Pat
quarter
Rams
rookie
p
and
GOLF
nightca
the
homer in
one of two games Saturday Purse at Aqueduct by PA
N, Mass. - Rex
SUTTO
George Foster belted his 22nd Haden.
over
won't be the only afternoon. In the other, lengths
Assem- Caldw,e11, Ben Crenshaw, Mac
McKay
Reds
the
as
season
the
at
to prove that you Cleveland plays Baltimore AT blywoman.
McLendon and Bob Gilder
iwept San Diego behind Gary coach trying
, Neb..
'
again. Former Lincoln
home
STANTON, Del. - Kintla's shared the halfway lead in the
go
can
Nolan's104fitter.
Saturday night, other games Folly, $8.80, posted a 234
UCLA coach Dick Vermeil,
$200,000 Pleasant Valley
Pirates 4, Expos 3
Pittsburgh at New length victory over Run Tell
include
after
winter
last
pro
went
who
Classic with five-under-par
Manny Sanguillen's basesto a Rose Orleans, Dallas at Oakland, Run in the feature at
team
his
leading
in
out
one
with
scores of 137.
loaded single
Miami, Delaware Park.
at
over Ohio State, Minnesota
•
,he 13th inning gave Pitt- Bowl upset
West Coast Washington at Atlanta, the
PHILADELPHIA - Thc
sturgh its victory over will return to-the
coach
new
and
Jets
coach of the New York
Brave Chicken, 3.60, romped
Montreal. Montreal had tied as head
SOUTH BEND,Ind.( AP)-Eagles, who play Lou Holtz at St. Louis, Cin- to an easy six length triumph
University of Notre Dame
the score at 3-3 in the seventh Philadelphia
Diego Chargers cinnati at Green Bay and over Avalon Beach in the The
its 1976-77 basketball
when Gary Carter doubled the San
opens
Chicago at Denver.
headliner at Keystone Race
11th-ranked
at
and came home on a single by Saturday night.
season
Sunday games include the Track.
Tommy
coach
Diego
San
27.
Nov.
Jose Morales.
Maryland on
Prothro used to be Vermeil's San Francisco-Seattle game,
will also meet
ALL
Irish
Braves 3, Astros 2
BASEB
The
boss. Vermeil, was assistant which will be both the first
NEW YORK - The defending NCAA champion
Andy Messersmith fired a
to Prothro with both the game for the expansion Baseball "
No. 2
coach
five-hitter and drove in a run
Commissioner's and top-ranked Indiana,
ks and the first game
and the Rams.
d
Seahaw
Bruins
-ranke
UCLA
fifth
as
and
double
ning
d
that
fifth-in
reporte
a
tte
office
l
with
Marque
basebal
domed stadium.
their
for
back
'
quarter
Eagles
-game
The
27
their
Houston.
beat
attendance reached the one UCLA during
Atlanta
will be another displaced Larry Csonka and the New billion mark.
Messersmith, 10-9, continued
schedule.
New
play
Giants
westerner. former Stanford York
his career mastery over

Team May Be New, But Coach
Should Be Familiar In LA.

Sports In firief

Remember
what cold weather
did to your electric
bill?
too.
Hot weather can cause your bill to go up,
$o
icity
electr
of
Because you use more kilowatthours
stay comfortable.
Your air conditioner has to work longer to keep
e using
you cool. And with your family active, you'r
more hot water — for clothes washing and for bathing.
hot
So, when you get your electric bill after a
urs,
spell, remember — if you use more kilowattho
office
our
by
Stop
your bill goes up. It's that simple.
wasting
for free publications thal will help you avoid
power.

e
Cooperative Corporation

[1171 West Ky. Rural Electric
Murray-Mayfield
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Murray Teams Meet For
Kentucky League Crown

atm,

rowalsoditall

a

Wile an all-Murray final
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Kentucky League Tournament.
- Murray West and Murray
_South advanced to the
championship with semifinal
wins Friday night.
In the opening contest,
Mureay South had an easy win
as they cruised over Mfield
Leslie Supply 12-5. But the
second game stole the show.
Trailing 8-4 going into the
last inning, Murray West
erupted for seven runs and
went on L edge Mayfield
Hills' Drive In 11-9 in perhaps'
the best game of the eight-

Ow
•

TaP SW1MMERS — Members of the Murray-Calloway swim team were presented trophies Thursday. Pictured are those who
finisher in Ito top 10 in the point-standings for five meets. Top row, loft to right are, Mark Peebles, Martha Pitman, Robyn Ray
and Julie Billington. Front row, Robert Sontogado, Skip Weber, Mel Jackson and Leslie Franklin. Not present were Jerry Kelly and
Aaron Barrett.
Vtir
(Steff Pbotes h MA. armed/a)

Threat Of Russian Withdrawal
Hangs Over Troubled Olympics
By BOB GREEN
capital, the Soviet amAP Sports Writer
bassador delivered a stiff note
MONTREAL ( AP — The alleging Nemtsanov had been
threat of a Russian with- kidnaped. The note said
drawal hung over the troubled Nemtsanov is underage, may
Olympic Games today while. :not know what he is doing and
American Bruce Jenner the Soviets fear for his wellproudly wore the tag World's being. The Canadian goverGreatest Athlete, fantastic nment immediately rejected
Finn Lasse Viren was ready to the note.
challenge in the marathon and
"We reserve the right not to
officials
worried about participate" in today's last
keeping dogs on the leash.
full day of activity, warned
"We will not participate in Smirnov, whose nation is
the final phase of the Olym- scheduled to host te 1980
pics, perhaps, if immediate Olympics in Moscow.
He did not put a time limit
measures are not taken" to
return an apparent defector to on Canadian action, however,
Russian control, said Vitaly and there was no indication
Smimov, vice president of the when, or if, the Russians
actually would pullout, If they
Soviet Olympic Committee.
The athlete in question is 17- do, it Would do little to change
year-old Sergei Nemtsanov, a the character of the Games
diver, who appeared in a that already have been
Canadian immigration office boycotted by 30 nations and
Thursday and, according to an have been plagued by a
immigration official• asked variety of political, racial and
econowtc problems. ,
for refugee status.
The Russians already have
In Ottawa, the Canadian
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- the game, leading 1-0 until the
third inning. Then the first of
seven key errors that was
made by the Banditos enabled
the Warren County squad to go
ahead 3-1.
Jana Washer then plowed a
two-run homer - with a line- drive dwarf the rightfteld
stripe to tie it up at 3-3. The
_, ditos added two more runs
_11)".
thafourth inning to lead 5-3.
In the,fifth inning, Patterson
for Warren County hit a
homerun that was estimated
to be the lorfgest hit ball on
that field. Warren County
added three more ?tins to take
the final lead 7-5. 'In the
seventh inning, Hendricks and
C. Wilson each ripped a twnrun homer to push the Warreh.,
County lead to 11-5.
Then the Banditos went to
work. Todd lead off with a
base on balls. Redden reached
first on an error. Washer got
on with a single and the bases

Match Play Continues
At Murray Country Club

If. Rover didn't retrieve your
newspaper last night maybe he
couldn't find it - maybe it wasn't
there. Don't blame him!

CALL US!

4

For these reasons we strive ,-to successfully deliver your newspaper
everyday - but sometimes we fail. If this happens, remember,, don't
—blame Rover. We'll do all we can to keep hini out of the dog-house.

CALL US!
Murray Ledger & Times
IRCULATION DEPARTMENT

Call 753-1916 after 5:30 p.m.

The Murray
Ledger &
Times

1

•
410

Miller opened the top of the
sixth for Murray with a single,
Kevin Richardson followed
with a walk and Jon Mark
Potts bounced one down
toward thild and the ball was
misplayed for an error, filling
the sacks.

Jon Mark Billington then run single and Miller followed
bounced into a fielder's with a two-run triple, his
choice, forcing Potts at second second hit of the fraine and
and scoring a run..With two Murray led 11-8.
Mayfield scored a single
out, Murray still trailed 8-5
and had men on at first and---tally althe bottom of the sixth
and had the tying run at the •
third.
Todd Ross reached base on plate with two out,
an error by the third baseman
A hard hit ball was 'laced .!
and that made it 8-6 and Roger down toward the line
Dunn followed by reaching on rightfield. Jon Mark Potts,.;
a walk. Then Mike Daniel, came in kind made a brilliant,
who delivered a three-run diidng catch to iend the game
triple in semifinal play ,. and preserve the win for
Thursday, reached on an reliever Dennis Thurmond,
error, scoring a run and who hurled the final two and
one-third innings.
Murray West trailed only 8-7.
Potts • was presented with 7
Dennis Thurmond then gate
Murray the lead with a two- the gaMe ball for his outstanding catch, which wag,
probably the best defensivg
play of the tourney. In fact,
Potts had five putouts in the,_.
contest.
For Murray West, Miller
was just about all of the offense as he slapped three hits
while Roger Dunn and Dennis
Thurmond each had one hit. .
In the opening game,
were- Icifftled- for Tammy Murray
South used strong
Calhoun.
pitching from Jeff Downey
Calhoun ripped a line drive
and Mitch Grogan plus A
triple to score three runs and
power-packed offensive punch
the score was 11-8 with no to
romp to an easy 12-5 win
oats. Calhoun scored on a
over Leslie Supply of
fielder's choice and the
Mayfield.
Banditos were within two.
Murray South wasted little
The drive stopped for the
time in getting started on the
Banditos as the next two
right tract'.
batters were quickly retired, Todd-- Lawson-- opened- the
with the final score, 11-9.
game by drawing a walk and
For Warren County, Hines, Rodney
Key followed with a.
Hendricks, Keown, Wilson,
single, but Lawson wound up
and Patterson each had two out
a4 third on the play.
hits to lead the offensive atJeff Downey then singled
tack.
and Kelly Calvin ripped a
For the 'Banditos, Jana double,
scoring two runs.
Washer had a homer and a Mitch
Grogan singled in
single, Tammy Calhoun Calvin,
David Snow walked
smashed a triple and a single, and
Todd Abell followecj with
Renee Overby ripped a double an
RBI single, spotting
'and Karole Kemp hit a single. Murray to a 4-0 lead.
The Banditos will play today
One of the biggest blows in
at 3 0 p.m.
the contest was a three-run
In other tournament action, triple in the
fifth inning by.
Dover defeated Bell City 7-0, Murray's Todd
Abell.
while Paris-teat Fancy Farm
Mayfield had just five hits in
8-6.
the game. Downey went four ,
Bell City rec4beed a forfeit frames
and farmed nine men
.
from Wickliffe Xhile the while walking
three. Grogan
Murray Tigers also advanced hurled
the last two innings and
through a forfeit -cfrom struck
out four and had
Mayfield.
cellent control as he did not
Dover advanced by a foa441,
\give up any free passes.
from Wingo and Mayfield
\,/todney Key and Kelly
received a forfeit from
CaVin carried the big clubs
Ashland.
for Murray South with three
The Murray Tigers will be hits
apiece while Abell had
pitted against Warren County
•
two.
•
today at 2:00 pin.
Also hittMcisafely were •
Tournament play will begin
Lawson, Do ney, • Mitch 'at noon with all games being
Grogan d Ch • tarmer.
played at the new MurrayTonight's 7'pi. cham- •
Calloway County Park.
pionship game will bateld or
the old Little League FiN.

Warren County Upsets
Banditos In Tourney

° The Kentucky State Junior
Girl's Softball Tournament
got underway last night with
the Banditos losing in the only
clinched the victory in over-all International Olympic game that the'Murray teains
medals despite Jenner's world Committee, in an appeal to the participated in.
record decathlon victory Montreal_ public, solemnly Murray has three teams
Friday, archery gold medals asked "people...to keep all participating in the tout'by 19-year-old Darrell Pace, dogs tied up and inside if Bement which features six-.
Reading, Ohio, and Luann possible. The reasons for this teen to eighteen year olds. The
Lucky Strikes will be playing
Ryon, FCiVerside, álif.,añd are-selfevident."
their first game today at noon
Viren,
a
skinny
policeman,
the assurance of six medals,
either gold or silver, from didn't really enter the against French-Bauer,. The
marathon until after he'd won other Murray team, the
American boxers tonight.
Going into the last full day of the 5,000 meters, making him Murray Tigers advanced to
competition, the Russians had the first man ever to win both the second round via a forfeit
39 gold medals, 38 silver and the 5,000 and 10,000 runs in from Mayfield.
29 bronze, 106 overall. East consecutive Olympics. Now Warren County came up
Germany was second with a he'll try to duplicate the 1952 with some long hits to beat the
34-21-25 count, 80 over-all, and feat of Emil Zatopek in adding Banditos 11-9 in first round
the United States had V-27-23, the marathon to that list of action.
The Banditos trailed 11-5
titles.
77 total.
The highlight of today's "I'd planned to run the going into the bottom Of the
program figured to be the marathon all along," he in- seventh inning but came up
Last-minute challenge of Viren sisted after his driving, short to fall into the loser's
to defending champion Frank sprinting victory in 13:24.76 bracket of the double
Shorter, Boulder, Colo., in the over Dick -Quax. of New elimination tourney.
The Banditos scored first in
26-mile, 385-yard marathon.
Zealand and Klaus HildenThe event starts and ends in brand of West Germany.
the Olympic Stadium but Hildenbrand fell across the
winds most of its course over finish line, just beating Bob
the. hills and through_the Dixon at—New Zealand for
streets of Montreal. The third.

We know how much you rely on our dependability. Because no one
person can possibly. be present everywhere his interests are involved we are there to serve you. Your newspaper makes 4 big difference in
your life everyday.. . by showing and telling you wfiat's going on. And
we know you depend on us!
•

team, single elimination
tourney.
Mayfield scored three times
in each of the first and second
frames to jump out to a 6-0
lead. Murray West countered
with three in the third, using
several walks and errors plus
the first of three hits by Cary
Miller.

Gary Sullivan, Tommy
Sanders, Johnny McCage and
Raz Villanova have become
the first golfers to reach the
semi-finals of their flights in
the annual men's match play
tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
Young Sullivan, playing in
the championship flight, is in
the lower bracket awaiting the
winner of the Mike Holton-Lee
Stewart match, after having
eliminated Buddy Hewitt 2
and 1 in the first round and
Red Howe, Jr., 6 and 5 in the
second round. Holton moved
into the second round by
beating Lawrence Philpot 1 up
on the 19th hole, while Stewart
received a first-round bye.
In the upper brackets,
defending champion Wally
Young faces Dow Ryan in the
second round after beating
Bobby like 3 and 2 in the
opening stanza. Ryan slipped
by Bob Burke in a match
which went 20 holes before
being decided.
David Buckingham faces
Tim Miller in the other upper
bracket match, having
eliminated Ralph McCuiston 6
and 5 in the first round while
Miller was disposing of Al ,
Jones6 and 5.
In the first flight', Sanders is
awaiting the winner of the Jim
Lassiter-Jimmy Boone match
after beating Hal Houston 3
and 1 in the opening round and
James Parker 3 and 2 iresthe
second. Parker had advanced
by eliminating W. A. Franklin
3 and 2.
Lassiter is in the second
round match after defeating
Joe Ftexroat 4 and 2, while his
opponent, Boone, advanced by
beating Ken Purcell 2 and 1.
.In the lower brackets of the
first flight, Jerry Jones faces
Billy Thurman after edging
Ted Billington on the 19th hole
and while Thurman was
beating Jiggs Lassiter. Tom
Muehleman slipped past
Larry Robinson on the 19th
hole and now faces Lee
Stewart, who received an
opening round bye.
Mt-Cage, playing in the
lower brackets of the second
flight, is awaiting the winner
of the Don Grogan-Jerry
Grogan match after beating
Vernon C,ohoon and Graves
Morris in first and second
round matches.

In the upper brackets of the
flight, Stuart Poston defeated
Buddy Buckingham 1 up and
now faces Gene McCutcheon,
who took the last five holes to
win 1 up over Bruce Scott in
the opening round. Eddie
Hunt, 2 up winner over Walter
Jones in the first round, faces
Bob Billington, who received a
first-round bye.
Villanova has reached the
semi-finals in the third flight
after beating Dick Cunningham in the first round and
moving on when Chad
Stewart, who received a firstround bye, withdrew. He now
awaits the winner of the Virgil
Harris-Holmes Ellis match in
the upper bracket.
Harris reached the second
round by beating Dick Orr,
and Ellis eliminated Joe
McCoart.
In the lower brackets of the
same flight, Keith Morris and
Darold Keller face each other
in the second round after both
received first-round byes. Rob
Miller also received a firstround bye and faces Bob
McGaughey, who sidetracked
Richard Knight in,the opening
round.
Fifty-seven members of the
club are participating in the
tournament this year with the
pairings based on the way
COAOH HONORED — Murray swim coach June lacholson is
they finished in the annual presented with a plaque by Mark Peebles, who represented
men's medal play tournament the team. Murray-Colloway's swim team finished the year with
of three weeks ago.
•3-2 record.

("1

BULLOCK GARAGE BUILDERS
"YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY WITH A BULLOCK GARAGE"
WE CUSTOM BURG ALL SIZES
•- •

SUPtack

CUSTOM BUILT ON YOUR PROPERTY

LAKE CABINS

• wEEKENDS-VACATIONS-RETIREMENT
FOR
OR ALL YEAR ROUND
• •UALITY BUILT-LOW MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
Workmen insured in case of miury

BANK
FINANCING

•Set up complete with 4 inch
wire reinforced conzrete floor
• Overhead Door
• Seivice Dom
• Two Windows and studs
on 16 inch centers with
storm4oracing

Quality Construction
Customer Satisfaction
"Ask the mart who owns one"

Hours 9 A M - 5 FM Daily. Sat 9 A M - 12 Noon
Anytime by appointment

BULLOCK GARAGES

'STIES

DISPLAY MODELS AT 3220 5 BELTLINE
PADUCAH PHONE 443-2236

Elmer Fulcher. Mgr.

MURRAY KY PHONE 753-6716
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I. legal Notice

1. legal Notice
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
1976 filed by Josephine
Manning, Adm.of estate
of Mavis C. Brewer,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before August
23, 1976 or be forever
barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July,
1976.
B Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

1. legal Notice

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby _
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
1976 filed by Stephen C.
Sanders, Adm. of estate
of Buel H. Jetton, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
August 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 clay,uf
July, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
Notice
- In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
In accordance with
Sections 25.195 and
Kentucky Statutes,
25.200: Notice is hereby
Sections 25.195 and
given that a report of
25.200: Notice is hereby
Final settlement of
given that a report of
accounts was on July 26,
Final settlement of
1976 filed by Dennis
accounts was on July 26,
Boyd, Adm. of estate of
1976 filed by Norma M.
Maggie Boyd, Dec'd and
Bone, Exec. of estate of
that the same has been
Leslie G. Bone, Dec'd
the
by
approved
and that the same has
Calloway County Court
been approved by the
and ordered filed to lie
Calloway County Court
over for exceptions. Any
and ordered filed to lie
person _desiring to file
over for exceptions. Any
any exception thereto
person desiring to file
will do so on or before
any exception thereto
August 23, 1976 or be
will do so on or before
forever barred. Witness
August 23, 1976 or be
my hand this 26 day of
forever barred. Witness
July, 1976.
my hand this 26 day of
_
By Marvin Harris
July, 1976.
County Court Clerk,
By Judith Maley,D.C.
County
Calloway
County Court Clerk,
Kentucky
Calloway County,
By: Judith Ainely, D.C.
Kentucky

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice Xo hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
1976 filed by Ginath
Owen, Exec. of estate of
W. E. Drck, Dec'd and
that the same has been
the
by
approved
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
August 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
July, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
1976 filed by Robert L.
Hendon, Adm. of estate
of Helen Dick,Dec'd and
that the same has been
ttie
by
approved
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
August 23, 1976 or be
forever -barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
July, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway .,,County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 sad
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
-1876 filed by Grace
O'Bryan, Adm. of estate
of Floyd O'Bryan, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
August 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
July, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky StatUtes,
Sections 25.1n and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on July 26,
1976 filed by Nix
Crawford, Adm. of
estate of Mary S. Cox,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto wilt&
so on or before August
23, 1976 or be forever
barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July,
1976.
By Marvin Harris,
Clerk
County Court Clerk,
Galloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Airdey,.D.C.

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

NAPPY BIRTHDAY
MIKE BROWN is 30
today. HAPPY BIRTHDAY from your
little sister. .Nancy.

Did you got your
point at the .. Etoil-Ak
Decor Store?
You Should Hove

New Light FixShould
tures
From
Come
Bel-Air
the
Decor Store
YOUR •NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-633.r'"'
Wallpapering - Did
it come from The
Decor
Bel -Air
Store?
ft shouklhaw
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Horbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

WANTED MATURE
experienced babysitter
in my home. For one
child. Beginning August
23, own transportation,
must be able to do light
housekeeping.
References if available.
Call 753-9520 afternoon.
WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed stamped
envelope to Kashflo
Box
Enterprise,
60663FD, Sacramento,
Ca. 95860.
10. Business Opportunity
FOR LEASE major
brand service station.
Potential unlimited.
Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6 p. m. Murray 436-5459.
14. Want To Buy
COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
*
USED 13 zO x 28 tractor
tire. Call 436-2149.
FEATHERBEDS WANT-ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentirky
42453. Give location. Will
call.

11. Vacuum Cleaners

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
18. Sewing Machines

Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES & SEINICE

753-5323
Bel-AiL Center

21. Mobile Home Sales

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices pail
Saddle and Spar Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 4-43-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rental\
NEW TWO BEDROOM
all electric, central heat
and air. Conrad Heights
Call 753-3745.
31 Want To Rent
COUNTRY HOME or
'axe cottage by September 1st. Call 753-2580
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

19 Farm Equipment
32.Apartments For Rent
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 144 6865
Paducah,Ky.
961 DIESEL Ford tractor
and breaking plow. Call
753-5612.
FARMALL
CUB
A
with belly
tractor
mower. Call 1-527-8294.
NEW AND used John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company,753-4892.

APARTFURNISHED
MENTS, one or
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apartments. South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.

r Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5165 or 7535108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 7535108 after óp. in.

BREAKER All CKERS
TWO ROW John Deere
Sealed- bids will be
corn head. 244 New
Don't -forget -to
received by the Bureau
Style. Used very little.
register your handles
APARTFURNISHED
of Highways, at its ofCall 753-8819.
In the new Purchase
2-5 girls.
for
MENTS
fice, Frankfort, KenFor
Sale
Articles
15
Area CB Directory.
Carpeted. Extra nice.
tucky until 10:00 A. M.
20 Sports Equipment
You may pick up your
Time
Near University. Call.'
Cu.
9
ft.
upright
Eastern Standard
SEARS
handle
registering
753-0669.
$150.
new.
very
on the 12 day of August,
freezer,
OUT
15'
Seaking
RUNAB
cards at the following
Call 767-6296.
1976, at which time bids
35 h. p. motor, tilt
Montgomery
:
business
33 Rooms For Rent
will be publicly opened
trailer, excellent conWards, Radio Shock, Big
and read for the imPhone
$650.00.
dition.
Size
S.
CLOTHE
LADIES
K, Chuck's Music Cenprovement of:
753-5151 or 653-1621.
FOR BOYS with kitchen
10. Shoes size 7'1. Call
ter, Otosco, Murray
CALLOWAY COUNTfacilities. Call 436-5479.
753-5482.
Home and Auto Store,
Y, RS 18-703: The Brinn
six
FENDER SUPER
Thorn's CB Radios,
Road from KY 121 nor34.14oLses For Rent
Under
Reverb.
Hardware,
REMOVE CARPET
Storks
therly to the P. Lassiter
warranty. $500. Fender
paths and spots; fluff
Roses, Dennison Hunts
Road (CR1358), a
HOUSE, FOUR roome
with
Reverb, new
nap
down
Super
beaten
Uncle
Goods,
miles.
3.050
Sporting
distance of
and bath. Southwest or
767Call
Rent
$200.
Lustre.
Blue
tubes,
Jeffs, J8.8 Music.
Bituminous 2Concrete
6(04.1 MEAN A EARL. HAS
Lynn Grove. Couple;
ROO SEEMS
6296.
shampooer. Big K, Bel
TO HAVE OWNED A D06
Surface,Class
utCE A NICE
Call 435-4535.
only.
AND A HORSE
g
CAT
Center.
A
Air
Shoppin
AND
The Bureau of HighKID, MARCIE,
SHE
BEFORE
round
And
lost
.
5
HAMSTER
A
AND
A& HE REALL'e
ways hereby notifiet,all
THREE SPEED bicycle.
CAN NAVE A 60./ FRiEND
LACES 'IOU..
TWO BEDROOM house
, FOR SALE: 7 h.p. riding
bidders that it will afLike new. $50. Call 767with bath. Gas heat, $80
lawn mower, bought
FOUND IRISH Setter,
firmatively insure that
2357.
$150.
.
month in Hardin.
per
summer
last
new
Main
and
entered
14th
male.
contract
in any
Call 753-4661.
354-8496.
Street Call 753-7271.
into pursuant to this ad14. FT. JON boat, 1976
vertisement, minority
model, 9'02 Johnson
with
20
x
12
Wanted
6 Help
enterprises
CARPETING
business
UNFURNISHED THREE
1973 Model and
motor.
padding, green sculpwill be afforded full ophouse in,
bedroom
NANCY
trot
14
Also
$800.
trailer.
BABYSITTER NEEDED
ture, good condition.
y to submit bids
fur.
portunit
Stove
country
KILL
WILL
THIS
HOW CAN
lines and boxes, $165.
in my home. Beginning
Call 753-6054.
in response to this innished. $85.00 plus $25.00
APPETITE POR
AT
'PH
HELP
/53-3511.
Call
1M TRYING TO
August 23. Call 753-8836.
WHY ARE YOU
vitation, and will not be
deposit. Electric heat.
DINNER
YOU TO
REDuCE
EATING Auagainst
nated
discrimi
Call 753-0533.
CE'
REDU
CLUBS.
?
GOLF
JUNK
MENS
THAT
NATURAL GAS FURon the ground of race,
1:.
Almost fully matched
NACE,forced air, 80,000
color or nationaLorigio
set in like-new condition.
BTU. Water heater,
in consideration for an
FURNISHED HOME TO
Three woods, 10 irons.
electric, good condition.
award.
a single woman teacher
492-8158.
Call
$95.
See at Presbyterian
Bid Proposals for all
for the school year. Call
be
Church, 16th and Main,
will
projects
436-5479.
yaw
14' SPEED BOAT, 50 h.p.
or call 753-4048.
available until 9:00 A.
motor. Trailer 71 model.
M. EASTERN STAN36 For Rent Or.lease
Call 489-2485.
DARD TIME, THURFor Sale
SDAY, August 12, 1976,
FOR RENT: house and
boat.
fishing
14'
CROSBY
apartment.,
furnished
at the Division of ConDrums
Gallon
55
Six man capacity, one
Call 753-4109.
tract Procurement. Bid
Thornton Tile
swivel chair, trailer,
Proposals for all projecScott 40 h.p. motor. $275
ts will be available at a
Er Marble
37. Livestock Supplies
or best offer. Call 753cost of $2 each and
612South 9th
1513 or 753-7746.
remittance payable to
SADDLES FOR SALE.
Kenof
r
Treasure
State
Three Western, One
ny
22. Musical
tucky must accompa
16.Home Furnishings
Call 753-5464.
English.
request for proposals.
)
ALVAREZ 5 string banjo,
(NON REFUNDABLE
TWO PIECES beige
FOR SALE - Choice
with scrugg tuners, and
BID PROPOSALS ARE
living room suite.
velvet
mature beef from steers
WHAT'S
TO
435-4434.
ION?
Call
ONLY
case.
RECESS
ISSUED
$150. Call 753-9021.
fed grain 6 months or
4 BEETLE BAILEY
THAT? SMC Industries
PREQUALIFIED CONlonger. Sides will run 250
23. Exterminating
of Dallas, Texas is
TRACTORS.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
lbs. and up. If you wait
,
expanding operation
Specimen Proposals
2½. mikes North of
SNAILS - locally grown, weft,several
SLUGGS,
has
and
for all projects vrirbe
Murray on 641 has
Marbled, and naturally
for
inopened
WOOD fungis, mold,
positions
available to all
vinyl
Armstrong
tender beef at a prier
roaches,
insects
and
dealers, sale managers,
terested parties at a
cushion floor in 9 and 12
termites. Plastic put - that doesn't even cover
in your area. This is a
cost of $2 each (NON
ft. widths 16 patterns to
the feed bille, call 753-under house. Kelly
business opsolid
REFUNDABLE). Specchoose from. Call 7536567.
safety
cannot
and
the
Termite
in
Pest
s
y
Proposal
portunit
imen
4566. We deliver.'
Control, 753-3914.
and security field,
be used for bidding.
38 Pets Supplies
backed by a company
AL ELECTRIC
GENER
of
yeal•a.
with 138
24 Miscellaneous
t•
FIVE
washer, electric stove
POODLES
7-31
valuable experience. If
miniature. Call 435-43604,
and a console stereo.
<4;
sales
or
sales
a
you have
REX'S' WORM FARM.
Call 753-6153
4HE PHANTOM
management
Red worms, canadian
VICTIMS
SIX WEEKS OLD male
MORE
NO
SHE'LL CATCH
I WANTEV TO FIND THE
und and want to
backgro
crawlers. Highway
nite
OF
SMOKE."
surN
SNARES
010.
WrICH OF KULA-KU. I
registered Americak
twin
ETE
COMPL
FOUR
inplus
SHE'LL HAVE ONly HER OWN
be in the $3500
SHE WAS roOWE THAN I
732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Eskimo puppy. $35.06.
Gov, Sealy
Ai/ wow*,FT"- WHICH'LL
beds.
COULD
call
bracket
come
Phone 436-5894.
E ENOUGH...
IMAGINE.
Only one left. Call 44
mattresses. $25 each.
Ronnie Giles, collect at
' 2215.
436Call
n.
Good conditio
205-823-3301, 9 a.m.-3
SNAPPER MOWER, 5
5479.
and
2 Notice
p.m. Monday
h.p. 26" cut, excellent
ARC REGISTERElli
Tuesday only. No dealer
n. Priced to sell.
conditio
German Shepherd::
Call
fee.
e
$100.
range,
franchis
SALE
FOR
or
Call 753-2958.
Black and silver female:i
NOM
l
now for a persona
Refrigerator, 975:9 months oil Call 489CAuoroximaelv 1100 so. ft.
this
w
intervie
$75.
Settee,
$150.
Couch,
private
of rental space available at,
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
2760.
Call 753-9386.
2nd and Poplar Streets.
week in Murray.
made any size for anWestern Dark Tobacco
NEXT Wow:/NAT ApriNnos
Packing Corp., Murray,
tigue beds or campers.
Ry•, Mom 753-3342.
MUST SELL. 142 year olci,
EXTRA NICE FURBuy direct and save on
miniature Dachshund;
mattresses,
NITURE. Black living
all
, UL' ABNER
AK(:
male,
Red
2
room
suite,
foam.
bedroom
or
ic
Heltoped
BELTONE FACTORY
YESI THE
AN S'PO"
Y3'KIN CHANGE A
registered, very goo4:
suites, one is bunk beds,
MATTRESS,
Y.
WEST
fresh batteries- Wallis
-11-1AR'LL
$10Q00Cl000r
with small children. Alf
COVIPLYF-R
CALUNG HOO/V\INY f3F-AN F1Cre1
dining room table and
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
E3E A L11serious offers will bi
54Y5
extra chairs. Call after 5
THE NATIONAL A ROCK EYCK TO
1-443-7323.
Phone
exShift,
Call
Night
753-1272.
Cf-tARGEL
considered. Call Ketf'
-A PESON1'?-COMPUTER
pm.753-3939.
perience helpful but
-'
Sales
Wilson, 767-4256 or
Home
Mobile
27
not necrtsary apply
by 606 College Cts.
TOROURS DAY
17 Vacuum Cleaners
at
CARE CENTER
12 x 111 2 bedroom
1972
all Oa% Saturday
111
"
▪
TWO YEAR OLD
furnishel, washer,
ELECTROLUX SALES
mil Saturday Night sea I s.
St. Bernard, also ve
Tony
at
Call
er,
diiwash
service.
and
dryer,
f
.
S
sedre, II mikes. lain
Covered Sheep*
ft
small gentle pony. Ca
753-6760,
Call 753.
Meadows
ery,
Fox
eat
Montgom
information
7
If
Comte,
• 436-5467
9512 or 753-7302.
day or night.
753-4481

1

f

Help
Wanted

Management
Apply In
Person
long
John
Silvers
)11 South
12th Street

Cook
I Wanted

r
fie:4.11wito

TOSE•S

:41

AK-
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1.11
8 Pets Supplies

ailer
Call

41. Public Sates

DOBERMAN PUPS, AKC, shots, and wormed.
Also stud service. Call
Gleason, Tenn. 901-6485424.

OOM
heat

Or

Sep2580

POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510
Thursday, in town at
753-4551, Connie Lampe.
39 Poultry

ART
or 'Zing
rman
16th

PARTY -YARD
Sale, July 30 and 31, 1304
South 16th, 8-? Portable
rV.,lots of nice clothes,
including
maternity
clothes. Avon bottles
and
miscellaneous
items.

Part'
or 5
Ya•
753-

YARD SALE: Old books,
clothes, portable
phonograph,
miscellaneous
items.
1606 Miller, Saturday 8
a.m. to dark.
43 Real Estate

Supplies

HENS READY to lay.
Call 435-4586.
40. P•Auce

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE Or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.

TOMATOES "pick your
own. $3.00 bushel, $1.50
/
1
2 bushel. C di A Farms,
Poor Farm Road: Bring
your own containers.
Open 9 to 6. Closed
undays.

Lake Properties

for 8
vete
ring
tion
753-

nice
Ca

roo
west of
Couple
•
house
heat, Vie
Hardin.

THREE
use i*
ve furti:
lus $251
c heat:

OME TO
teacher
year. Call
lease
use an
partmen

Suppites
R SALE.
rn, One

Two bedroom brick home on a nice tree shaded
lot overlooking Kentucky Lake. Price includes
drapes, built in range and oven, and outside
storage building. Priced at only $33,500.00

Deluxe eight room brick home on three acres of
land fronting on Cypress Bay. This is a fully
equipped home complete with fireplaces, patio, -4
covered porch with a view of the waterfront and
a floating boat dock. Call us for an appointment
to see this beautiful home.

•NI

For the purchaser who would like to have a
deluxe doublewide mobile home, our property
located in Baywood Vista is for you. The home is
set on three large lots. Community water
system. We have this property listed at a very attractive price.
House and small cabin on one acre of land with
-road frontage on Ky. 444 near Hamlin, Ky. Good
well and septic system. Priced to settle estate.
Mobile home on waterfront lot in the Cypress
Bay area. Also included in the low price is a
floating boat dock with TVA permit. This is
priced at only $12,500.00.

John C. Neubauer, Realtor
753-0101

- Choice
m steers
months or
will run 2503
f you want
wn, welt,
naturally
at a prig)
,
even cover
e, call 751-

DLES
11 435-4360.
OLD mare
Americail
y. 135.04,.
ft. Call 435:

505 Mole Street

munev

753-7531

Linda Drake 753-0492
Pam Rodgers 753-7116
Denton Farley 753.9775 Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Brice Ratteree 753-5921

MARBLE
Detigned and Custom made right here in
Murray. If you don't know your marble. . .
Know your manufacturer.

-Quality That Will Please'

Thornton Tile
And Marble
753-5719

612 So. 9th
ISTERED
Shepherd:
bier female4:
It Call 489;,

1,42 year °let.
Dachshund'
le,
AKg:
very good:
children. Alf
ers will lid:
Call Keit.'
256 or dreg/
e Cts.
$

OLD malt
d, else ver#
e pony. Ca

Another view
13

,•,to

AktlaiJES!
Former Louisville antique dealer, moving, must
sell personal collection of pre Civil War antique
furniture. Pine press, cherry press, 2 cherry
chests, 3 cherry tables, cherry cannonball bed,
walnut cupboard, 2 walnut tables, Lincoln
rocker, child's Boston rocker, 2 shaker chairs,
desk on stand, 2 early church benches, set of
plank seat chairs, Pennsylvania dovetailed
cradle, odd chairs, tables, etc. Other - Cloisonne,
fancy quilts. Currier and Ives print, iron baby
bed, Jenny Lind baby bed, children's chairs,
brass floor lamp,fancy National 2 drawer cash
register(1916) and miscellaneous.

Call 436-2547
for appointment
July 29-August 1

FOUR MAG Wheels with
mounted radials. $60.
Fits GM cars. Call 7511.3704.

1515
DUDLEY
Three bedroom, 2
baths, kitchen with
lots of built-ins, large
den with fireplace, 2
car garage with
automatic door, big
lot good for garden.
14 x 30 basement,
finished. Call:

TIRE

SALE-The Wide
Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaranteed. G70:14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G80x14" or 15", $27•59
plus 33.01 FE Tax.
L60x14" or 15", $30.443
plus $3.58 FE Tax.

753-3954
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.

"THE NEXT TIME "(01) LISTEN /0
JIMMY CARTER, BIN THE PEANUTq
THAT COME IN A CAN."
44. lots For Sale
LOTS FOR SALE or rent
with or without new
mobile homes. Terms to
suit. Call 753-3745.
lks ACRE improved lot or
Bethel Church Road.
$2950. Call 753-9773.

CONTACT OWNER package deal. Three lots
NEW
LISTING
IN
on Keniana DevelopGATESBOROUGH ment, one on Ky. Lake,2
„Like new 3 bedroom, 2
lakevievr. Evelyn
* bath, home with lovely - Kissel, 74'25 English
courtyard and landAve, Indianapolis, Ind.
scaping. Large den with
46219 tar call 1-( 317)built-in bookcases and
357)3157.
woodburning fireplace, kitchen-den
BEAUTIFUL TREED
with
fireplace, living roomlot. 150 ft. frontage x 200
with dining area ---at ft. almost % acre, on
tached 2 car garage,
Alan-A-Dale Drive in
backyard- patio and
Sherwood Forrest, by
many
owner.Call 753-8534.
other
firif
features. Phone 75345.Farms For Sale
1222. Koppervid Realty,
to see this quality home
FEATURED THIS
WEER
Very
attractive
2
bedroom brick veneer in
Westwood Subdivision.
Thermopane windows,
large fireplace, garage,
all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.
Price $26,750. Call GUY
SPANN REALTY NI
SYCAMORE STREET,
753-7724.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
call
any
of
our
salespeople:
Barbara
Erwin,753-4136; Reuben
Moody, 753-9036, B.B.
Hook, 753-2387 A wire
Moody, 753-9036; Pat
Mobley, 753-8958:
Homer Miller,753-7519.
CLOSE TO Downtown
Shopping - new listing,
only one block from
downtown, groceries,
stores and restaurants.
Two bedroom home of
good construction and
low price with 1 car
garage and workshop.
Very resonably priced
at
$13,500.
Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
Service.
10k:

375 ACRES-220
Mile, 108 OCHS lowed,
tobacco hers, 14 x 44 teal
shed, midi bare, 2 pearls,
&..d, tN.cc.haws (4
acres WO fired & 1.3 acres
it, cer•d), $10,000
estisosts4 Nwilasr, mice 3
boirose resch-style hewn,
carpet I, hardwood flews, 2
car preps, well, 1 wils
%Oh el MI aty. $111,000
- A reeiky predoctive fent
*WI pay tor OWN in we
tinsel GA 16•Wi Tarry
Clymar
Noel Ist•t•,
itssitocky 247.
7344.

46. Homes For Sale
OWNER MOVING - 1703
Magnolia.
Three
bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room, large
kitchen,
combination
living-dining room, 2150
square feet including
garage. $37,900. Call 7534191.
HOUSE AND 5V4 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
REASONABLE OFFER
will buy house with
acre lot, modern kitchen, built-ins. 7 miles
re-im Murray off- Airport Rd. Call 753-5067. -

WELL CONSTRUCTED
ROBERTS REALTY three bedroom house
your leader in sales for.
with efficiency apartment upstairs. Full • 1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
basement. Central gas
interested in selling
heat. Two car garage.
your property.
Zoned B 3 Close to
downtown priced under
FANTASTIC BUY!.! !
620,000.
Subdivision at Junction
Five acres with two
of Highway East 94 and
bedroom frame home
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
within city limits.
large den with fireplace,
Located on So. 4th St. 140
living room, dining
ft. frontage. Front
room, kitchen, utility,
portion of property
/
4 baths. Central
and 13
zoned commercial.
heat and air. Carpeting
Priced at $25,000 John
throughout. Good
C. Neubauer Realtor.
Location. Phone 753-7857.
505
Main
Street.
Murray, 753-0101, 7537531.
NICE
THREE
BEDROOM brick home
on large lake front lot.
Wert To Far&
Call 436-2459.
/
2 Wilt, 3 bedroom
This 11
iissowliel bid hew we*
wer 1800 so. ft. is facarsd
so IC acres with 14 taw
daher has stock hara
other set hellags.
Awitliwir few
OW Smaller
Vflift world eat holldhips
nal peel cisadltire. Neuss
is i habeas Wick, reit*
..s peed www. Ti. shoold
see tlis home.
Mow S..& Real Estate
Cal 733-330 ANythas

49 Usti.' CA's & Tiur

•

FOUR

ARC REGISTERED

Old
'English sheepdog
puppies. $125. Call 7536412 or 753-0957 after 4
p.m.

31PIIE

THREE NEW 3 bedroom
homes. Mid 20's. Will
trade for mobile home,
lot, etc. Call 753-3672.
FIVE ROOM- BRICK
house. built-in OVPil and
range, electric heat,
large dry basement,
attached garage. 3.65
acres. 8 miles from
Murray. Call 436-5479.

46. Homes For Sale
2115 GATESBOROUGH
Circle, 3 bedroom home
on large lot. Features
den with fireplace.
Large kitchen, separate
dining room and living
room. Two car garage.
Call 7534836.
NICE COMFORTABLE,
3 bedroom brick, kitchen-den combination,
large bath on corner lot.
Located near shopping
centers.
For
appointment call 753-5384
after 4:30 p.m Priced
under $30,000.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605
Broad
Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid 34,000 for
this property in 1970 plus
$500.00 for new windows,
bathroom fixfures,
studding and electrical
wiring._ _Excellezd
port unity
for
exterprising person er
handyman. Call 7538390.
NICE TWO bedroom
home and lot in Almo
Heights. Fully carpeted
except kitchen and
utility. .Partially furnished, on city water
and near Country Store.
Also $9,500. Call 7539498.
BY OWNER beautifully
decorated,
three
bedroom brick, den with
fireplace, 2 baths, builtins in kitchen. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. 805 Bagwell
Blvd. Call 753-0871.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all builtins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.

TIRE SALE-Payester 4
ply
White
Wall,
Premium Grade, Fully
Guaranteed-A78 x 13",
$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E711x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F711x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15",$21.99
plus $2.80 rfE Tax.
L711x15", *3.99 plus
13.08 FE Tax.
TIRE SALE-Steel
Belted Radials, White
Wall, Premium Grade,
Fully Guaranteed.
FR78x14", $36.06 plus
$2.69 FE Tax. GR711x14"
or 15", 137.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78:15",
$39.58 plus $3.15 FE Tax.
LR78x15", $41.57 plus
$3.47 FE Tax
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiwiy Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaranteed. 700115" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Tractor
type 4 ply G78x15",
621.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
isr H78x15", $22.56 pima
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" ft
ply, $78.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750:16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tem.
49.Used Cars &

T'J.

es

CLEAN 1171 Pontiac
Bonneville. Extras. Call
753-5738 after 5 o'clock.
1972 VEGA GT. 1969
Camaro Chevrolet. Call
436-2197.
1973 AUDI 100 LS. Air,
automatic, sun roof,
AM-FM stereo radio
with
tape
player.
Yellow, extra sharp.
$3775. Call 474-8842 after
5 p.m.
1964 FALCON, rues good.
Good
tires.
Been
wrecked. $75. Call 7532930 after I.
1973 CHEVROLET 11 ton,
$1895.
1973
Pinto
automatic, $1295. Call
489-2595.

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
1972 BLACK Monte Carlo,
spot, on over 1 acre. Two
power steering and
miles South of Bel Air
brakes. Air. Call 753Shopping Center on 641.'
Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER - Estes nice
bedroom, 2 bath,
kitchen -den combination. good location.
Call 753-8673.
WARM, Spaaleas 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496

1$811

BROWN

OLD-

Power
steering and brokers-tied
air. Good condition. Call
753-9659. - .
1975
CHEVROLET
Impala. 1972 Vega. 1970
Ford Maverick. Call 4365366 or 436-5437.

47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
good condition.
1971 YAMAHA 125 YZ.
Call 753-6295.
1975
366
HONDA.
Excellent condition with
accessories. Must sell.
Call 492-8501.
1.975 HONDA 400 F Super
Sport 3300 miles. Call
753-8445 after 5.
1972 YAMAHA 350. Must
sacrifice, $200. Call 7672357. •

1975 DATSUN 610. Four
door, 4 speed. Factory
air, AM-FM stereo tape
playe-. Other extras.
Like new. Call 753-0986.

1/71 CHEVY Pickup with
307 V4 motor, straight
shift, good gas mileage.
Equipped with new 23
channel Cobra CU.
Excellent condition. Call
492-8542 after S.
1972
VW
SUPER
BEETLE. One owner.
New tires. Rebuilt
engine. Clean. Call 4892195.

1972 HONDA CB 355.3,000
mites, $650: 1973 Honda,
CB 500, with 3,000 miles.
$1050. Call 7534000.

1572 BUICK Electra. Full
power. Must sell. Call
753-4943.

1973 125 CZ Motocross
bike, built for .racing.
New ttres. $400.00.
Phone 354-6691.

1972
AUDI
1110LS
Automatic, air, stereo
tape, excellent condition. Call 753-7119.

1975 PLYMOUTH station
wagon 383 automatic,
with air. Good radial
tires. $800.00. Phone 35461391.
LIN FIAT 850- Spider.
Recently
overhauled.
$600. Call 753-4580.
WM CAMARO 396 350 h.p.
engine. Four speed.
Bronze with black vinyl
top. $950. Call 753-5612.
MK MUSTANG Call 7533751.
1372 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car, automatic,
sun roof, white and lime
green. Call 753.2967.
1171 CHALLENGER
Convertible RT. Call
after 6 p.m. 753-3135.
131$
PLYMOUTH,
Excellent mechanical
condition. $450. Call 7536417.
MUST SELL 1971 Dodge
Sportsman
Van.
Customized, five
thousand miles on new
motor. Cheap: Can be
seen 505 South 6th St.
anytime.
'II FORD Galaxie 500,
low mileage, new tires.
Sold to highest bidder.
Call 753.7438.
I

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
ENJOY SUMMER - Fall
camping. In like neff 16
ft. Travel Trailer,sleeps
4, a-c, heat, stove,
refrigerator. $1475. Call
753-6183.
CAMPER BUS 1964
Chevrolet good motor,
fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon
water tank. $900. Call
753-3511.
51 Seeoces Offered
ROY
HARMON'S
CARIPENZER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
temodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

KO
51 Se.v!ces Otleed

51 Series Oftereo

K1RBEY
CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

CUSTOM HAY bailiffg
and .custom combine.
Call 753.8090.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
,

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free
estimates. Over 30 years
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

ALUMINIUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, alumindin
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
WOULD LIKE yards to
mow or trimming or
other odd jobs. Call 4892491

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 7537238.
LARRY
PURCELL'S
excavating dozer work.
Call collect 1-554-5093.
BOB'S
HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work.
Call 436-2502.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, PaducahAy.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5.436.2476.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
porch
and • patio
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.

Ihq4ag

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
,•
DOZER AND • backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3548181 or 1-354-8138.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
time.
Mark
Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 7535795.
DRIVEWAYS, turnarounds, parking area.
White
rocked
and
graded. Free estimates.
Can Clifford Garrison,
753-5423 after 4 p.rn.'

Furches
Jewelry
113 S. •t• Irmo

Swap

For dependable wadi and
'Rusks repair
rectory Approved
&cadres Service

PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates
Call 753-8343.,

Weaher, Oiler
& Dlidarisabsr

PAINTING,
best
references
furnished.
Call /53-0076.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.
Colors
also -Patt6
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 4274425.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362336.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-7310 for free
estimates of your needs.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
LAKELAND
CONSTURCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505

GREY AND WHITE
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
753-3994.

Ward A Elkins
753-1713

t

LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small
(',all Ernest White, 7530605.

54 Free Column

Sales I ionise

.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-20,
m-veseit
day or night.

NOTICE

Elleelloe lissiday, ing.tIhe bege
i fer resider @Sissified ads
ull he 3 pa.the day Were pahleidise. Tbs Medias fer elassified
&Way ads WI Houk owe lbe day Were palisades.
Ts Ware lial yew ad appears is The Murray Lodger I TI.....
the preferred days, please elisiihe New Madness.
Te Wow a afasaifierf arl, please .51 713-1511 or 103-1117 aid.
Pittway lid-riehrcial mid yea Web per ed.

WANTED INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICIANS IN REPAIR
MECHANICS
(Applicants must have minimum of 3 years
industrial experience. Excellent fringe
benefits - hospitalization, retirement, paid
holidays,(10)and vacation.
Must bi able to redd schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC.
heft* or Write: C. E. Steiert, Personnel
Maeager, Oenstral Tire and Robber Co. One
Cetera! Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42065. Mane
(502)2474130 extension 237
AR f011Al OPPORTUNITY EMPIOYfR

•

B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
$35
For all complete full size cars dqlivered
to ...
Junction Hwy 68 & 80
Aurora, Ky
For Pickup Service
Call 414-8354

•
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Backers Say Ford Can Now Turn Mars Thought To Be Geologically
By Viking 1
Earth
Than
Younger
Attention To His Running Mate

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday
Firo. John Dale. minister of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, will speak at
both the 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m worship services on
Sunday. August 1, at the
church.
The song service will be
directed by Jerry Bolls and
the announcements will be by
Tommy Carra way.
"A Faithful Saying" will be
the morning sermon topic and
-More Faithful Sayings" will
be the evening topic. Jim
Payne will read the morning
scripture from I Timothy 1:15
and Bobby Johnson, the
evening scripture from I
Timothy 4:9-10.
Prayers will be led by Art
Jewell and Mike Morgan,
morning, and Forest Boyd and
Paul Kelly, evening.
Richard Duke and Jack
Rose will preside for The
Lord's Supper. Serving on the
Extension Department for
Sunday will be Leon and
Chuck Adams, Webb Caldwell, and Garry Evans.
Serving the congregation for
The Lord's Supper in August
will be Ronnie Sills, Gene
Roberts, Steve Simmons, E.
M. Manners, Fred Furches,
Charles Lamb, Garry Evans,
and Doris Scarbrough. Bus
drivers will be Steve Steele,
Bob Miller, Gene Paul King,
---- - and Gary 1Aflb
Nursery attendants for
August will be Debbie Grogan,
Sarah Duke, Celia Grogan,
Lonnie Rayburn, Betty
Housden, Tara Byrd, Robbie
LaMastus,and Rita Carson.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a.m. Sunday.
The Elders and -Deacons
meeting will be held Sunday at
three p.m.

Hazel Church Will
Hear Speakers
"Does Your Religion Pass
The Test?" will be the topic to
be discussed by Don Riley of
the Hazel Church of Christ
Sunday morning. Scripture
reading will be from James
1 :26-77.
Larry Wilson, missionary to
Africa and formerly of Hazel,
will show slides Sunday
evening and discuss mission
work in the Ivory Coast.
Visitors are welcome at all
services, a spokesman said.

Revival services will be
held at the Spring Creek
Baptist Church from August
1 to 8 with Bro. Lawson
Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Church, as the
evangelist Services will be
at 730 each evening at the
church located seven miles
northwest of Murray off the
Penny-Airport Road. On
behalf of the entire
congregation, the pastor,
Tom Powell invites the
public to attend.

WASHINGTON (AP) Backers of President Ford say
he has swung a majority of
uncommitted
Mississippi's
delegates and can turn his
attention from the GOP
presidential nomination to the
task of choosing a running
mate.
to
returned
Ford
Washington Friday night after
spending the day meeting with
Mississipi delegates whose 30
votes at the Republican
convention could give him the
nomination.
Ford backers saw the trip as
a chance for Ford to take
Mississippi's delegates
permanently away from
chailenger Ronald Reagan,
whose stock among the conservative Dixie Republicans
sank after he said he would
name liberal Sen. Richard S.

Memorial Church
Will Hear Pastor
For Both Services

Methodist Church
Services Planned
Sunday Morning
"What Is Right With the
Church" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, for the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. services on Sunday,
August 1, at the church. His
text will be Matthew 16:13 30.
At the 8:45 service Sara
Tate will sing a solo, "Hymn
of Praise." The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Come Thou
Almighty King" at the 10:50
service.
.
, Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior and Senior High
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship groups will meet
at the home of George Bell on
Sunday at six p.m. for an ice
cream supper.
The United Methodist
Women will meet Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. in the social hall
with a potluck dinner and the
program by the Lakeland
Parish Group.

Schweiker, R-Pa., as his
running mate.
Mississippi GOP leader
Clarke Reed, who endorsed
Ford after Reagan's Schweiker decision, said Ford's
visit had awomplished its
purpose and that it appears to
him that Ford has won the
majority of the Mississippi
the
He . said
votes.
Mississippians have hopes of
seeing their delegation "put
Ford over the top" at the GOP
convention.
Meanwhile, Ford obviously
was concerned with showing
that he is no longer concerned
with the Reagan challenge but
has turned his thoughts
toward picking a running
mate and campaigning
against Democratic nominee
Jimmy Carter.
Reagan was to spend the
weekend resting in Northern
California.
Ford told his Mississippi
supporters during closed-door
meetings that he would seek
the advice.of each of the 4,518
delegates and alternates to the
GOP convention in choosing

Sinking Spring To

his running mate.
A Ford spokesman - later
said Ford didn't mean he
would let the party convention
pick the vice presidential
nominee, explaining that Ford
was "asking for views, but the
final decision is going to be
his."
And Ford told supporters in
Jackson, Miss., that he plans
to call Carter a liberal who
embraces what he called a
freespending voting record of
Congress.
Carter spent the day at
home in Plains, Ga., meeting
with advisers.
Despite Ford's apparently
intense effort at stacking up
more- delegate strength, he
claims to have enough votes to
win the GOP nomination on
the first ballot.
Ford campaigners claim the
President has 1,135 delegates.
Reagan forces claim their
candidate has 1,140.
But the latest Associated
Press count of delegates
shows Ford with 1,104 votes,26
short of the 1,130 needed.
Reagan has 1,023, and 132
were uncommitted.
Most of the Mississippi
delegates said they were
impressed with Ford's two-hour question and answer
period, but there seemed to be
very little shift in sentiment
among those favoring Ford or
Reagan and those who are
uncommitted.
The sentiment seemed to be
to keep the entire delegation
uncommitted until the Kansas
City convention. Under a unit
rule, all 30 Mississippi votes
would go to the candidate with
the majority.
Schweiker and Reagan
planned a tour of the Northeast and Southinext week.

The Memorial Baptist
Church, located at Tenth and
Main Streets, Murray, will
hear the pastor, Rev. Jerrell
White, speak at both the 10:50
a. m. and six p. m. worship
services on SundaY. A ugq.st --"The Meaning of the Cross
The pastor, Bro. Lawson
for Yesterday and Today" will Williamson, will speak at the
be the morning sermon topic eleven a.m. worship service
with the scripture from on Sunday, August 1, at the
Romans 5. Lester Garland, Sinking Spring Baptist
deacon of the week, will assist Church.
"Sweet, Sweet Spirit" and
in the services.
The San.ctuary Choir,. "We'll Cast Our Crowns At His
-directed-by Rev. Ron Ham- Feet" will bethe selections to
pton, minister of music, with be sung by the Adult Choir,
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins as directed by Tommy Scott with
organist and Mrs. Dianne Mrs. Scott at the piano and
Dixon as pianist, will sing the Mrs. Jim Neale at the organ.
James Key, deacon of the
selection,"By and By."
At the close of the morning week, will read the scripture
service the ordinance of The and lead in prayer.
The Youth Choir will meet
Lord's Supper will be obfor rehearsal at six p.m. and
served by the church.
"Righting Wrongs" will be will bring the special music at
the evening sermon topic with the evening service at 7:15
Nehemiah 5 as the scripture. p.m. when Bro. Gene Phillips,
Special music will be missionary to. France, will be
presented. ,
the speaker.
Church Teaching will be.at
Sunday will be Building
9:40 a. m. with Tommy Fund Day at the church. Wilkins as director. Church
Sunday School will be at ten
Training will be at seven p. m. a.m. and Church Training at
with Richard Newcom as 6:30 p.m.
director and Ron Rudolph as
Volunteer nursery workers
the guest speaker for the study will be Mrs. Martha Matheny,
group on "The Theology of Mrs. Beauton Wilson, and
Paul."
Mrs. Donna Hedges.
Bro. Gene A. Phillips,
missionary to France, will be
the guest speaker at the 7:30 p.
m. services on Wednesday,
August 4, at the church.

Hear Pastor And
Missionary Sunday

Regular Services
At first Baptist
Church On Sunday

PASADENA, Calif:(AP)- all," said project scientist break up into plates and
apart, as earth has, with g
Viking l's probing of the rust- Gerry Soffen.
and
wi e
Geologists said the most earthquakes
colored Martian surface has
revealed elements similar to likely explanation is that volcanic activity at the seams
those found around a Mars, unlike earth, has not where the broken plates rub
meteorite crater in Califor- become greatly differentiated against each other.
The relative lack of trace
- a process in which the innia's-Mojave Desert.
An X-ray analysis of the terior heat of a planet melts elements in the Viking soil
Viking lander's first samples the metals. In melting, the sample suggests a more
of the planet's crust showed heavier metals sink to the "primitive" type of rock, the
traces of iron, calcium, center to form a core, while scientists said.In other words,
silicon,
and the lighter ones - including the surface is made of
titanium
aluminum, scientists said trace elements - float in the material left over from when
the planet formed, and this
Friday. The experiment also upper regions of the crust.
The planet could be thought material has not been greatly
suggests Mars might be
geologically younger than of as an earth that is farther stirred up, redistributed or
behind in its geologic growing. _made into newer kinds of
earth.
melting URThe iron, in its oxidized or up. It has not progressed to the rocks by
rusted form, was not pure, stage of having continents dergroimd.
said Dr. Priestly Toulmin. So
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Defense
Asks For
M istrial
I„,OS ANGELES(AP)- As
jurors deliberated the fate of
William and Emily Harris,the
defense claimed the judge
failed to disclose allegations
that one juror may have
prejudged theilarrises and
that others sa*-a man making
"a paper gallows" during jury

Plans Communion
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 9:30 a.m.
services on Sunday, August 1,
at St. John's Episcopal
Rev. Stephen
Church.
Davenport will be celebrant_
Ben Moore will serve as
acolyte for the morning
services.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 357.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam '300.3, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 304.1,down 1.1.
Sunset 8:06.Sunrise 6:01.

6

Conrad's
Pianos & Organs
Now Has A

Qualified Teacher with a College
Degree in Music Education

Piano & Organ lessons
Call 753-1424 or
753-9219
For Scheduling
•Beginner •Intermediote •Advanced
Plaia

50 tancel
52e1oraypelnt 54 Lassos
55 Pertaining
tern cheek
Vatted

mum".
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1205 CHESTNUT STREET

Will Be Open Every Sunday

The First Baptist Church
For Your Drug, Prescription and
will hold regular services at
10:45 a. m. and seven p. m. on
Sundry Meads
Sunday, August 1, with Sun-Open 12:00 A. N. Til P. M.day School at 9:30 a. m.
Rev. Gene A. Phillips, selection.
missionary to France, will ht..--' Chief defense attorney
the guest speaker at the Leonaid Weinglass demanded
morning services. Etre. G. T. a mistrial and dismissal of the
Moody, minister of education, kidnaping, robbery and
and Ray Brownfield, deacon assault charges against the
of the week, will assist in the Symbionese Liberation Army
members on grounds of
services.
The Adult Choir, directed by judicial misconduct.
_ He contended Fri_da_y_that
W. Rudolph Howard,,nunistar
of music, with Mrs. John Superior Court Judge Mark
Bowker as organist and Mrs. Brandler received complaints
Canton Hatcher, Evangelist
G. M. Knight as pianist, will about the jury but did not tell
attorneys
about
thornand
Light"
Services at 7:30 p.m.
Be
There
sing "Let
Brandler--- rejected the
The Waters of Thy Love" at
each night from
motion to dismiss charges, but
Dr. David C. Roos, minister the services in the morning.
the
on
August 1, to
hearing
Sunday,
emergency
an
church
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
of the First Christian Church
speak on the mistrial motion was to resume
will
minister,
Friday, August 6
( Disciples of Christ) will
"Speaking The Truth today.
speak on the subject, One subject,
Is Invited To Hear This
Public
the
against
charges
The
at the evening
Small Scoop For Mankind" at In Love"
Special Revival Speaker
his scripture Harrises stem from a night
with
services
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Exodus 20:16 and and day of violence May 16-17,
Sunday, August 1, at the from
1974. An 11-count indictment
4:15.
Ephesians
church.
That Is Higher accuses the Harrises of aiding ommiammowmw'
Rock
"The
The Chancel Choir, directed
-Jesus Is Lord of and abetting Patricia Hearst
by Margaret Porter with Gary Than I" and
the evening in an attack on a sporting
be
will
Galloway as organist, will All"
goods store and of kidnaping
by the Adult Choir.
selections
sing the anthem,''1!411 Hail The
special conunissioning two men and stealing four
A
Power of Jesus' Name."
service for the Montana cars as they later eluded
Dr. R. Scott Pricer will be
team which leaves police.
worship leader with Patrice Mission
The newspaper heiress, now
August 6 will be held at the
Fleming as candle, lighter.
serving a term for a San
service.
INening
Greeters will be Mrs, Don Hall
Taking the offering on Francisco bank robbery, is a
Fern Terrace Ga zette:
and Mr. and Mrs. Coleman,
will be Thomas codefendant but will be tried
Sunday
McKeel.
Editor: LaVeree Tapp
Hogancamp, Dale Cochran, separately.
Elders serving will be Waltpostpone
to
judge-tried
The
C.
H.
obbly McDowell,
At Fern Terrace Lodge, our employees remember
Apperson and Harlan Hodges. -B
Denham, Donnie Williams, testimony on the matter until
that each resident is made of soul and body. They
Deacons will be Voris Wells,
Billington, and W. B. after the verdict, but he
need both handling with care and God's help. Our
Jim Boone, Bill Egnor, Ken Guy
changed his mind after the
McCuiston.
employees display a smile and good fellowship at
Kellar, Dr. Bill Seale. and
Volunteer nursery workers prosecutor agreed to a
all times.
Fred Wells.
be Mr. and Mrs. Ralph hearing.
will
The flowers will rbe by the
Then, in the bullet-proof
Mrs. Vaughn VanOur residents at Fern Terrace receive:
Wear-Helm Servioe Circle Darnell,
Mrs. A. D. Adkins, [courtroom where the Harrises
dergrift,
I. Well balanced meals(family style)
Class in memory of deceased
2. Cheerful atmosphere
Dr. and Mrs. HowaKI Newell, had stood trial, the defense
members.
3. Individual attention
Miss Karen Bailey, Miss called Jeannie Barton, a
Sunday School will be at 9:45
4 Medication prescribed by physician
Donna Bailey, Mrs. Calvin prospective juror who was not
5. Planned religious services and recreation
Miss Mary Morris, chosen to sit on the sevenMorris.
6. 24)4's aide service and Dr on call
The Youth will leave
Dailey, and Mr. woman,five-man panel.
7 Plenty of companionship
Saturday, August 7, at 8:30 Miss Deena
"I was very concerned
Joe Gamblin.
8 Extra helping of Tender, loving Care
alt.'. for a day's trip to and Mrs.
The Wedensday services about the trial, about many
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.
These are a few of the services at fern Terrace
be changed to Thursday. events that happened during
will
Reservations should be made
and there are many more. If you, or a loved one
seven p. m. When jury selection, about the
at
5,
August
by Wednesday, August 4.
need our services we would be happy for you to
the Youth Choir from the Fit* conditions in this courtroom:"
visit our home.
Southern Baptist Church of said Mrs. Barton, a lawyer's
Hutchinson, Kansas, will wife.
MISS YOUR PAPER/
We want to say welcome to:
She recalled hearing a juror
present a special program of
Ruth Lassiter
talking about the ease during
Sobscribers who Mare not
music.
Charlotte Robinson
jury selection. "He said
taitir home
Joseph Martin
ilelvisoM copy of ileo
something on the order of,'It's
EUCHARISTIC ART
Wish a Happy Birthday To:
Storm Lodger& Tiros, b,
PHILADELPHIA ( AP)- To already a foregone conBertha BlIshmeyer
5:30 p.m. Allevithey•fridry or
reinforce the spiritual themes clusion,' or,'We already know
Pearl Skinner
by 330 p.m. se Sunnily'
of the 41st International Eu- the outcome of this.' It seemed
Myrtle Farris
eS grime to call 753-1116
charistic Congress which con- he had a very definite opinion
Annie Hendon
before's' 5:30 p.m. se" 4
venes here Aug. 14, an exhibi- about it."
William Jackson .•
den of liturgical arts at the
Seeby-iirilley, w
Mrs. Barton said,"This was
We wish a speedy recover to:
Philadelphia Civic Center will
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. $efw
that worried me. It
- Carrie mcNobb
feature some 300 paintings, an attitude
days. Winery ileilvery of
that worried
attitude
an
was
crafts
drawings
and
sculptures,
Our sympathy goes our to the family of Rota ((Jetty) Aran
the trewspeper. Cells west
Mrs Arnn hod mod* her home at Fern Terrace for four years
by 200 contemporary artists in- me after the jury was acpieced by 6 p.m. inn
She was loved by oil and will be missed by oil the residents
internationally known cepted. I never thought he
cluding
4 p.m. Seferesys to
and staff
planters Lee Krasner and Phil- would be, and it continued to
bother me."
ip Pearlstein.
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